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Abstract 
 

Incorporating engineering objects into educational outreach programs is a proven means 

to excite students about transport engineering.  Grounded in theories of museum education and 

object-based learning, we offer means to help the London Transport Museum (LTM) achieve this 

mission: narratives on various disciplines of transport engineering, an engineering object catalog, 

and “toolkits” for using objects in engineering education programs.  These resources and 

suggestions for acquiring new engineering objects are designed to enhance current and future 

program development. 
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Executive Summary 

  

London, England, is experiencing considerable population growth, and its transportation 

needs are increasing. The need for skilled transportation engineers to manage public 

transportation, and the importance of a solid STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Mathematics) education curriculum has never been clearer. To help meet this need, the London 

Transport Museum (LTM) and its parent government organization, Transport for London (TfL), 

have developed educational programs designed to inspire students to explore transport 

engineering careers.  

One educational initiative run by LTM, titled “Inspire Engineering”, promotes 

engineering among London school students through activities at the London Transport Museum, 

and its secondary location, the Acton Depot, where antique buses and trains are stored for 

posterity. Assisting LTM in this effort are volunteer TfL engineers, known as Engineering 

Ambassadors, who engage with students and teach them about their jobs. The program has seen 

a positive response since its inception, but LTM desires to expand it further by integrating 

engineering objects into the program to supplement its engineering educational curriculum. 

Research into museum education in recent decades has shown that students respond positively to 

interactive, inquiry-based learning, particular when they are able to engage with objects and 

artifacts. For this reason, LTM wishes to incorporate this type of object-based learning (OBL) 

into Inspire Engineering and its other educational initiatives.  

To do so, LTM has developed a collection of engineering objects in its object-handling 

collection and its Engineering Artifact Library (an object collection developed primarily for 

“Inspire Engineering”). While these collections are available for student engagements, they are 

not always fully used. The museum seeks to further tap these resources and refine this object-

based learning component of the initiative. This project designed OBL-based engineering 

education materials for LTM to use, guided by four main objectives: 

 Developing narrative histories on engineering branches in TfL. 

 Categorize objects from LTM’s Engineering Artifact library and object-handling 

collection, in addition to relevant items located in LTM’s main collection. 

 Develop OBL tools for LTM educational programs. 
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 Identify sources of and recommend new artifacts for object-based learning activities. 

The methods used to achieve these goals included in-depth research into object-based 

learning and the history of transport engineering within London. Interviews with museum 

education experts, and observations of OBL programs supplemented this research, which 

culminated in a museum education training session attended by the project group. These 

methods provided the resources necessary to develop OBL components for LTM educational 

programs. TfL engineering narratives composed during this project provide the context 

necessary to use engineering objects to educate, and integrate engineering objects into the 

museum’s collection to provide a connection between the history of transport engineering in 

London and LTM’s engineering artifact collection.  

Engineering artifacts from the museum’s main collection, object-handling collection, and 

Engineering Artifact database are compiled in a comprehensive catalog, organized by the 

engineering topics focused on in narratives. The narratives and Engineering Object Catalog 

together provide LTM with resources for building OBL activities in the future. These resources 

were also used to develop object-based learning components for the Inspire Engineering: 

Primary Inspire program, and an object-handling trolley for an upcoming museum exhibit 

(called “Tomorrow’s Journeys”) about current upgrades to the London Underground. A final 

assessment of these deliverables provided the information necessary for recommendations for 

expansion of LTM’s engineering object collection, based on sources identified during the 

project. Specifically, many duplicates of engineering objects exist within the museum’s main 

collection, which could potentially be requisitioned into a handling collection, while other 

objects can be obtained from engineers and staff members of Transport for London eager to 

help LTM’s educational ambitions.  

Discussions with both engineers and museum professionals, and the research and 

development involved in developing the deliverables of this project, yielded many conclusions 

about the use of object-based learning for engineering. Museum professionals were largely in 

agreement that objects can help convey the truth behind difficult and abstract concepts like 

engineering by providing a tangible example of those concepts. In addition, those objects with 

interesting backgrounds can be used as a basis to “tell a story” and instigate insightful 

discussions.  
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The deliverables of this project are designed to reflect those ideas. The engineering 

narratives were greatly supplemented with photographs of engineering objects. By presenting 

objects in those contexts, the relationships of historical objects with their contemporary 

counterparts (for example, a lever-based signaling component, and a microchip from a 

computerized signaling apparatus) helped to convey the evolution of transport technology over 

time. In addition, the object-based learning components of this project are designed with 

recommendations for objects to be used in engineering education programs, and guidelines for 

the concepts they can help teach, and discussion topics around which to focus student activities 

involving object exploration and interaction. 

We recommend that LTM continue their expansion of the OBL components within 

“Inspire Engineering” and other engineering education initiatives. Additionally, if LTM were 

to focus on the acquisition of more engineering objects, they might better reflect the history of 

LTM. This, in turn, would assist in the development of more specialized object-based learning 

activities. Similarly, the museum might consider acquiring more “engineering materials” and 

objects related to materials science. Materials samples would be easy to procure, and excellent 

examples to help convey engineering concepts to young students.  

LTM may also consider expanding their engineering information by developing new 

engineering narratives on water transportation and cycling in London, two topics our group did 

not focus on in our project. Finally, we suggest recruiting the involvement of Engineering 

Ambassadors in activity development. These engineers possess a great deal of information 

regarding transport engineering and are eager to assist in engineering education, in the 

development of future object-handling activities may also prove to be beneficial to the 

expansion of these initiatives. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Society is moving into the digital age at a rapid rate, with innovations like smart phones 

and tablet computers permitting instantaneous access to information at the touch of a button, 

threatening to replace everyday objects and tools. Education is naturally following suit, moving 

into an age of digital learning where knowledge is increasingly within the reach of our fingertips. 

Despite this digital shift, people retain an appreciation for museums. These preservers of world 

culture and human history remain relevant to education for the opportunities they present 

students to engage with pieces of the real world. However, to stay relevant in an age where the 

convenience of digital learning is becoming the norm, museums are challenged to develop 

innovative methods of promoting learning and engaging the public (Lasky, 2009).  

The London Transport Museum (LTM) continually develops innovative programs to 

remain relevant in a changing time, implementing initiatives that utilize the artifacts in their 

collection to help educate visitors and students about transportation in London. LTM seeks to use 

object-based learning to help bridge the gap between students and the complicated, in-depth 

concepts in transport engineering. Object-based learning methods, which involve tactile and 

visual stimuli to enhance learning, have yielded greater success in stimulating students’ interest 

in abstract topics than lecture or reading-based learning methods (Borun, 2002).  

To incorporate object-based learning into their current initiatives, LTM seeks to develop 

activities to supplement both an exhibit on the extensive upgrades currently underway on the 

London Underground, and its innovative Inspire Engineering program. Inspire Engineering is a 

large-scale outreach program to educate students about transport engineering and history 

operated in conjunction with LTM’s government sponsor, Transport for London (TfL), which 

manages public transportation in London. Transport engineers, all volunteers to the program, 

engage students at schools and at LTM in discussions about transportation. While a collection of 

handling objects for these student engagements is available, they are not always fully used. The 

museum seeks to further tap these resources and refine this object-based learning component of 

the initiative. 

This report presents plans and guidelines for using transport engineering artifacts to 

supplement object-based programs for the London Transport Museum, in order to engage 

students and present the history of transport engineering within TfL. In developing activities, we 
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have categorized available objects from museum handling collections based on their 

representation of the diverse engineering fields in TfL. To provide contextual information 

surrounding the objects for museum staff who use them in programs, our group has also authored 

narrative histories of engineering branches involved in London’s transportation systems that 

incorporate specific, relevant objects presented at the museum. Finally, we collaborated with 

several education and museum experts through interviews, undertook background research into 

methods of object-based learning, and worked with LTM staff and TfL engineers to guide the 

development of object-based components for LTM’s “Inspire Engineering” program and an 

interactive object-handling trolley for the upcoming “Tomorrow’s Journey” exhibit, utilizing 

artifacts available in the LTM collections. 
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2. Background 
 

The day-to-day activities of London, England, are wholly dependent upon a complex and 

reliable transportation network. In London, the responsibility for managing all public 

transportation falls to the government organization Transport for London (TfL) (London 

Transport Museum, 2012b). TfL manages public transportation for London, integrating itself into 

the daily lives of citizens and visitors that make use of its services. Founded as the London 

Passenger Transport Board (LPTB) in 1933, TfL has expanded many times over the years to 

incorporate London’s buses, the underground rail system, the over-ground rail system, river 

transportation, taxicabs and other road transport, and cycling routes (London Transport Museum, 

2012a). In order to facilitate the administration and operation of these transportation systems, 

TfL is organized into several branches of specific transportation disciplines. 

The London Underground is the most famous of TfL’s transport branches, dating back to 

1863 when the first underground railway opened in London. The Underground is responsible for 

the transportation of over 3.5 million passengers a day, its 11 lines covering approximately 

402km (Transport for London, 2012e). Much of the infrastructure in the Underground is 

exceptionally old, with some dating back 150 years to its opening. Consequently, the 

Underground is currently undergoing major upgrades, and will soon feature new trains, new 

track, and an advanced signaling system, along with renovated stations with improved handicap 

accessibility (Transport for London, 2011a). Its counterpart, the London Overground, physically 

encircles the city and manages over-ground rail transportation, carrying 120 million passengers 

in 2012 (four times the number recorded for 2007) (Transport for London, 2012b).  

In addition to rail, a tram network is operated by London Tramlink (founded in 2000), 

which maintains 28km of track and 30 trams, and transports nearly 29 million passengers a year, 

an increase of 45 percent since Tramlink’s inception (Transport for London, 2012d).  

Road transportation is organized into two different TfL branches.  London Taxi & Private 

Hire (TPH) is responsible for managing the 22,000 taxis in the city, and training and licensing 

London’s 25,000 taxi drivers (Transport for London, 2012c), while London Buses operates the 

fleet of 8,500 buses, one of the largest bus networks in the world (Transport for London, 2012a). 

Aware of the considerable importance that continued and reliable public transportation 

has in the city of London, TfL is dedicated to educating the public about London transportation 
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history and transport engineering, in order to inspire future generations to take on transportation 

careers and keep the infrastructure of the city alive (Transport for London, 2011). In partnership 

with the London Transport Museum, a non-profit organization devoted to preserving and 

educating about transport history, TfL aims to portray the evolution of transportation in London 

over the past 200 years. With its diverse and focused collection of transport related artifacts, the 

museum offers a unique perspective on London’s history (London Transport Museum, 2013a). 

Now, seeking to continually improve and innovate, the museum is shifting its focus to find new 

ways to educate the public about transport history. 

To do so, LTM, with support from TfL, is reaching out to schools to bring transport 

education to younger generations. The museum aims to educate students about transport 

engineering and to spark their interest in scientific subjects by presenting the history and science 

behind London transportation. Through programs developed by LTM, students will learn more 

about STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) subjects and London 

transport history, developing team-building and analytical skills in the process.  The museum 

collaborates with schools on these programs in the hope that the interactive educational methods 

the museum can provide will motivate and excite students to consider careers in STEM subjects, 

and thereby maintain the science and engineering skill sets in the workforce that London requires 

to maintain its vast infrastructure (Transport for London, 2011). 

 

2.1. Education in Museums  

Supplementing the science curriculum of London schools via interaction with the London 

Transport Museum is a concept rooted in academic research. Museums have consistently 

provided society scholastic benefits by presenting an informal education. While an informal 

education can be obtained from various sources, including books, the Internet, and television, 

museums have a unique advantage. Past president of the American Association of Museums Joel 

N. Bloom and archaeologist Ann Mintz asserted that, unlike other education sources, museums 

provide “direct, one-to-one experience with real objects” (1990, p. 13). Museum curators have 

long been of the opinion that exhibits can encourage people to “keep digging,” and provide an 

“additional connection with history” generated by real artifacts—a distinguishing feature of 

museums that gives them an edge in an era of easily accessible information and digital media 

(Museum Professional 1, 2013).  
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However, the methods by which the museum teaches its visitors have not always been as 

engaging. In the 19
th

 century it was believed that a museum should present its information 

similarly to a school – a lecture format with little interaction between educator and learner 

(Bloom & Mintz, 1990). Educational researcher Dorothea Lasky (2009) noted that early 

museums were simply a collection of items on display. Visitors could peruse collections and read 

the descriptions of items, but were often unable to form unique connections with the objects.  

Museums are beginning to move from this format and move towards a more engaging 

one. Museum educators Jennifer Wild Czajkowski and Shiralee Hudson Hill (2008) believe that 

the museum should provoke a dialogue between itself and its visitors. For example, this may 

involve people physically engaging with the museum by listening to voice recordings of a 

reading from someone’s diary or a newspaper. A person who is physically engaged will be able 

to associate sights, sounds, smells, and feelings with the artifacts or ideas they are learning about 

(Lasky, 2009). Ideally, this interactive dialogue will inspire visitors to come up with questions 

and develop a connection with the artifacts or ideas presented by the museum, leading to a 

deeper understanding and appreciation of the topics presented (Bloom & Mintz, 1990).  

The Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA) is attempting to increase direct engagement with 

visitors. Tracking and timing studies revealed that museum patrons were not connecting with the 

exhibits (Czajkowski & Hill, 2008). In response, the museum staff redesigned their galleries to 

ensure that visitors “form deeper, more intimate relationships with works of art by deepening 

their skills of looking and interpretation” (Czajkowski & Hill, 2008, p. 257). The redesigned DIA 

succeeded at connecting with the visitors by providing creative stimulation and promoting 

conversation (Czajkowski & Hill, 2008). This allowed the visitors to get their own meaning from 

the art, making it a more personal, memorable, and meaningful experience. 

Like the DIA, LTM is opening up to these new ideas. They are providing the public with 

unique opportunities for learning, allowing students of any and all ages, ethnicities and genders 

to explore and engage with engineering and London transportation history. By letting students 

engage with objects from the museum through the Inspire Engineering Program, students will be 

able to develop connections with the concepts these artifacts represent. 
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2.2. Inquiry-Based Learning 

Interaction with objects can have a significant impact on our thought processes. 

Historically this has been noted in healthcare. In the 1860s Florence Nightingale stated: “The 

effect in sickness of beautiful objects, of variety of objects, and especially of brilliancy of color 

is hardly at all appreciated…. [The] objects presented to patients are actual means of recovery” 

(Nightingale, 2004). More recently it was shown that elderly patients at London’s Newham 

University Hospital responded very positively to a 1940s “Nostalgia Room,” meant to augment 

memories with a prop-filled room complete with a pianist playing wartime songs. Museum 

curator Helen Chatterjee (2007) relates the example of a patient at the hospital who had not 

spoken comprehensibly in five years, but sang along with the piano perfectly and became more 

cognizant of her surroundings, much to the elation of her family and doctor. Such a reaction 

shows the benefit in providing a tangible point for the mind to focus on.   

The classical lecture where an instructor stands in front of a class presenting facts in a 

way that educator and philosopher Paulo Freire calls “motionless, static, compartmentalized, and 

predictable,” (1993, p. 71) can be as similarly stimulating as a stay in a hospital bed with little to 

do and no window to look out of. As Freire noted, it is reduced to the chore of banking, whereby 

all the students do is receive the knowledge to file and store for later. On the other hand, when 

there is interactivity – some component of a physical relationship to the subject – more 

stimulation occurs. It has been shown that upon being involved in an unfamiliar educational 

setting, students will begin to formulate ideas on their own as well as develop interest in future 

learning about a subject, similarly to how patients are stimulated by familiar surroundings to 

make them happier and more invested in the external world (Chatterjee, 2007). 

Inquiry-based learning was first introduced in the educational world in the 1960s by 

learning theorists and psychologists, particularly Jerome Bruner, the most often credited 

originator of “discovery learning” (1961). Bruner argued that “practice in discovering for oneself 

teaches one to acquire information in a way that makes that information more readily viable in 

problem solving” (1961, p. 26). In scientific discovery, all knowledge is based upon observation, 

experience, and inquiry. Inquiry-based learning is meant to mirror that natural process, flowing 

from hypothesis to experiment to conclusion and back to more hypotheses. It differs from 

learning facts to recall later, in that it is about experiencing the scientific process so that the 
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student can use it again and again, in school and life, to self-teach (Bell, Urhahne, Schanze, & 

Ploetzner, 2010). 

According to a list compiled by science education researcher Thorsten Bell and his 

colleagues (2010), many inquiry learning models exist and nearly all of them begin with students 

first formulating and articulating questions. These reflect a personal interest that the student has 

in learning. Next, the students will gather evidence on their own or in a guided procedure. They 

must explain what the evidence could point to and draw conclusions. Furthermore, the students 

have the opportunity to argue their conclusion with their gathered evidence. This process 

develops the ability to self-teach (Bell et al., 2010). 

This form of learning, when introduced to a classroom setting, naturally induces 

collaboration, particularly when interest is stimulated by group-based activities. Differing 

opinions arise and often positive, fact-oriented arguments convene and students are brought 

around to others’ ways of thinking (Chatterjee, 2007). As opposed to the monotony and tedium 

of lectures, students are engaged in a personal learning process with their peers and begin to 

develop interpersonal skills on a scholastic level that is often crucial in higher education and will 

continue to be used in their careers.  

As previously stated, museums can be a great asset to learning. Inquiry-based learning 

has been implemented in these places of education by physically engaging someone with 

interactive exhibits. This sort of inquiry learning in a casual setting is enjoyable rather than 

forced (Borun, 2002). In recent years this inquiry-based method has been explored in depth by 

museums with the goal of making education more interactive and enjoyable.  

 

2.3. Object-Based Learning 
The type of inquiry-based learning explained above, which encourages “guided 

participation” (Borun, 2002, p. 242), is a teaching method that museums can apply naturally by 

presenting objects in a compelling way. When objects are presented in a context that stimulates 

interest, they can by themselves be a catalyst of education (Borun, 2002). Indeed, interacting 

with and investigating objects, particularly the unique assortment museums possess, can present 

opportunities for guided inquiry that render objects effective, and powerful, learning tools 

(Durbin, Morris, & Wilkinson, 1990). 
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In order for an object to be an efficient learning tool, it must first possess the ability to 

convey information and meaning. Having such qualities allows an object to connect people to 

abstract concepts, like historical settings or different cultures, that people may have difficulty 

grasping otherwise. Dorothea Lasky asserts that objects help people “access their imaginations” 

(2009, p. 73) and engage with histories, cultures, artistic and social movements, and people in a 

way that fosters deep understanding. Objects have the capacity to present narratives about people 

and cultures, and reflect the cultural, historical, and scientific in a way that textbooks and 

visualizations like photographs cannot provide (Lasky, 2009). 

However, the capacity to reflect knowledge and inspire deeper connections is not a 

universal property, but a property of those objects that possess unique, thought-provoking 

qualities – objects that are the defining features of museums. Museum curators Martha Sear and 

Kirsten Wehner (2009) in the book Museum Materialities: Objects, Engagements, 

Interpretations, explore the notion of “object biography” – how an object’s history and 

properties can help convey broader knowledge – within the framework of the development of an 

exhibit on the diverse culture of Australia. For example, they consider that the materials out of 

which an artifact was made and the methods used to create it can yield information about the 

“ambitions, practices, skills and material and social conditions” (Sear & Wehner, 2009, p. 146) 

of the person, or community, that was associated with that object. In this way, a history can be 

discovered and shared by inquiring about and exploring the physical properties of an object. 

Often, however, the learning objects that resonate the most with people are those objects 

that provide substance to specific moments in time, allowing people to connect with history in a 

more intimate way. Sandra Dudley (2012), in her paper “Materiality Matters: Experiencing the 

Displayed Object,” offers the example of a visitor to the Jewish Holocaust Museum in 

Melbourne, Australia, who happened upon a model of the Treblinka concentration camp made 

by a man who survived the camp, but lost his family during the ordeal. This model provoked a 

deep emotional response in the visitor, where other exhibits that lacked the personal history this 

artifact carried did not (Dudley, 2012). The model, developed in this way, was able to connect 

the viewer to an historical moment at a more emotional level, provoking a state of personal 

reflection absent when the visitor explored similar exhibits. 

Objects that possess connections to history can also facilitate the sharing of a narrative 

about pivotal moments in the lives of people, such as a journey from one location to another. An 
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example featured in the Australian Journeys collection of the National Museum of Australia is a 

Latvian national dress made by an immigrant to Australia over a period between 1939 and 1957 

(Sear & Wehner, 2009). The dressmaker fled Latvia for Australia during World War II, but kept 

and wore the dress her entire life. In the words of Sear and Wehner, an object (the dress) is able 

to “[encompass a woman’s] entire journey through life…her childhood and old age, the dreams 

of her ancestors for Latvian independence and her political action” (2009, p. 149). In this way, 

the dress provides a concrete, visual framework to help convey a narrative about a unique piece 

of Australian culture. 

In exploring how objects can convey knowledge, it is worthwhile to define the qualities 

that make an object an especially useful tool for learning, over other established learning media 

such as photographs, videos, and other facsimiles. Psychologist Kevin Crowley, and Professor of 

Education Gaea Leinhardt (2001) noted that while a detailed photograph can convey the same 

visual information as the object itself, only the object can convey four important physical pieces 

of information: resolution, scale, authenticity, and value. Often the detail of ancient cloth or a 

painting is lost in photographs shown in textbooks, but that resolution is realized with the real 

item up close. Scale can be lost in such photographic representations as well. The jaw of a 

Tyrannosaurus Rex, when viewed in person, allows one to imagine the real terror such a gigantic 

creature could generate. Being inches away from a sword belonging to Napoleon allows one to 

be much more connected to its authenticity than a picture would. Similarly, being in the same 

room as the Crown Jewels evokes a feeling of value that is removed when viewed in a text. All 

of these attributes add a layer of personality to the experience, and the viewer can feel much 

more engaged (Leinhardt & Crowley, 2001).  

The idea that an object can provoke thought and dialogue in people is significant, and can 

readily be applied to educating students. By applying the concepts of inquiry-based and object-

based learning to education, students can be guided along a path of investigation, from 

identifying physical features about an object to discussing hypotheses about its form or function, 

leading to enlightening insights and conclusions, as displayed in Figure 1 (Durbin et al., 1990). 
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Figure 1: “Investigating an Object” (Durbin et al., 1990). 

 

Through object-based learning – particularly when museums, repositories of distinctive 

objects, and schools collaborate – a more interactive learning environment for students and a 

unique approach to developing lessons can be attained. Kay Stables (2001), a professor of 

Design Education, explores a specific example of museum and school collaboration between a 

primary school class and the London Design Museum. The Design Museum constructed a 

“Mystery Loan Box” of artifacts from its collection that teachers could use to develop lessons for 

students. In one lesson, students were placed in groups with a “mystery object” (such as a ceiling 

fan meant to connect to a light bulb socket, and a tool for clay modeling) from the box and 

tasked with describing its purpose by drawing on their knowledge of materials and objects. 

Using the object as a stimulus, group discussion and collaboration were emphasized, allowing 

students to work together to explore the objects in depth. The lesson enabled teachers to 

encourage children’s problem solving skills, but also improve their ability to articulate and 

express ideas as they presented their thoughts on the purpose of each “mystery object.” 

However, museum-school partnerships can go beyond collaborations in the classroom. 

Visits to museums permit students access to knowledge through interaction with artifacts and 

objects otherwise unavailable to them. When students visit museums and interact with objects, 

they can experience what they are learning on a different level. A student learning the history of 

a specific ancient culture in class perceives this knowledge in an abstract way. When visiting a 

museum and gaining the opportunity to view, or even hold, an artifact of that culture, the student 
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is able to integrate that knowledge with something tangible and make connections that textbooks 

and photographs cannot contribute on their own (Lasky, 2009).  

This practice can be similarly useful for STEM subjects, which are often difficult for 

students to connect with on a personal level. A museum education specialist and program 

developer interviewed for this project used the idea of engineering the original Victorian subway 

tunnels in London to convey the challenge in imparting STEM knowledge. He related that, “most 

of us aren’t tunnelers. We just can’t understand the actual method or experience.” He went on to 

explain that objects can be uniquely useful in this effort, because they can help reveal “part of the 

truth” about experiences such as tunneling.  He offered that the example of an old brick, which 

might “represent the thousands needed to build a tunnel,” could help teach about that experience 

by providing “a focus for a discussion about tunneling” (Museum Professional 3, 2013). By 

using an object as a focal point, a STEM topic can be explored in a relatable way. The brick, in 

the context of a museum and the histories it can impart, lends students access to significant 

insights about engineering and history by providing a tangible basis for exploring a much larger 

topic. 

 

2.4. Objects Engaging Inquiry: TfL Inspire & Object-Based Learning at LTM 

One of TfL’s most prominent educational programs is their “Inspire Engineering” 

program, run by LTM (London Transport Museum, 2013d). Inspire uses presentations by 

Engineering Ambassadors, volunteers from TfL with engineering backgrounds, as well as events 

offered by LTM to encourage young people to make choices leading to transport engineering 

careers. Currently, TfL Inspire is partnered with 10 secondary schools, has over 900 student 

participants, and over 350 ambassadors (London Transport Museum, 2012a). The success of this 

program relies heavily upon the commitment of its volunteers, and on the enthusiasm of school 

systems to participate in the program.  

One program within TfL Inspire, “Primary Inspire”, is aimed toward primary school 

students of ages 8-10. In Primary Inspire sessions, students interact with LTM educators in 

hands-on, interactive activities related to specific engineering topics (Transport for London 

2013). However, the program is still a work in progress, and is growing yearly (London 

Transport Museum, 2012a). In the 2012-2013 fiscal year, LTM offered four activity days in 
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which three separate sessions were offered. An estimated 120 students were present in each of 

these sessions. Moving forward into 2013-2014, the museum intends to host six activity days 

with 180 students per session, ending the year with about 1200 student interactions (London 

Transport Museum 2012a). As more sessions are offered and more students attend, the program 

will be refined through the feedback received. 

To further this growth and development, LTM seeks to expand Inspire Engineering and a 

new exhibit, “Tomorrow’s Journeys,” by integrating object-based learning components into 

each. To this end, LTM is developing an engineering artifact database of historical and 

contemporary transport artifacts to “tell the story” of transport in London and allow students the 

opportunity to interact directly with pieces of transport history. Students will be able use these 

objects during any Inspire sessions into which the museum integrates the objects. Our project has 

assisted in the integration of these objects into the Inspire program and the new exhibit.   

We will create guidelines and material to integrate object-based learning components into 

two LTM programs: one to supplement the “Primary Inspire” sessions (London Transport 

Museum, 2012a), and one to supplement a new LTM exhibit, “Tomorrow’s Journeys” currently 

under development, focusing on London Underground upgrades (Poulter, 2013b). The activities 

will require that handling objects from the engineering artifact database, the museum’s object 

handling library (which is subject to more stringent handling rules), and some objects from 

LTM’s main collection be organized according to the branch of transport engineering each 

artifact best represents.  In so doing, the objects will visually represent the evolution of transport 

technology though the years. To supplement these objects and provide a contextual basis for 

their use, we will also provide written narratives of the history of different strands of transport 

engineering in TfL. This project as a whole aims to use object-based learning methods to make 

transportation engineering more engaging and interesting for students, thereby providing for a 

more interactive and successful TfL Inspire program. 
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3. Methodology 
 

The goal of this project was to assist the London Transport Museum (LTM) and its 

sponsor, Transport for London (TfL), in the integration of hands-on, object-based learning 

(OBL) components for educational programs about transportation engineering and history.  

 

Our group aimed to:  

 Developing narrative histories on engineering branches in TfL. 

 Categorize objects from LTM’s Engineering Artifact library and object-handling 

collection, in addition to relevant items located in LTM’s main collection. 

 Develop OBL tools for LTM educational programs. 

 Identify sources of and recommend new artifacts for object-based learning activities. 

Presented below (Figure 2) is the methodology used to conduct meet these goals. Included, for 

reference, is a schedule of tasks, from our initial preparation in March to the conclusion of our 

project in June, used to coordinate this project:  

 

Figure 2: Preliminary Project Plan 
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3.1. Objective I 

Develop narrative histories on engineering branches in TfL. 

The central focus of this project, and the preceding project done by Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute (WPI) students during March and April of 2013 (Davis, Haughn, Mutty, & 

Thibault, 2013), was the integration of handling artifacts into the Inspire program and other LTM 

initiatives to support LTM’s educational goals. In order to help integrate artifacts into programs 

in a way useful for engineering education, some organization and background information on the 

engineering branches that make up TfL was needed by the museum. To this end, our research 

into the engineering disciplines within TfL guided the composition of narrative histories of TfL 

engineering divisions.  

As per LTM’s specifications, these narratives are internal documents, not available to the 

general public. They are meant to provide museum staff, many of whom do not have scientific 

backgrounds, with the historical and scientific context needed to present transport engineering 

topics to student groups (Poulter, 2013a). Histories of TfL engineering branches provide context 

needed to use artifacts to educate about engineering. Additionally, research for the narratives 

provided a basis for categorizing objects and a framework for using them to educate. 

The seven narratives, organized by TfL engineering branches, are: Buses & Trams, Civil 

Engineering: Tunneling, Civil Engineering: Roads, Civil Engineering: Bridges, Electrical 

Engineering, Signal Engineering, and Track Engineering. We formatted the narratives as short 

historical summaries about each engineering branch, and divided them into sections devoted to 

explaining transport technology in the past, current innovations and practices, and future 

developments. Museum artifacts, integrated into the narratives where applicable, provided visual 

illustrations of the evolution of the engineering branches. For example, some narratives feature 

both historical artifacts and their contemporary counterparts, to show development of the 

engineering field over time. Complementing narratives is a catalog of relevant engineering 

objects, organized by engineering disciplines featured in the narratives, to provide a basis for the 

development of future activities. 

Background research into academic sources supported the development of the narratives. 

The museum provided a wealth of research material, through access to TfL’s internal web 

network Source (a database of news articles, policy information, and company resources), and 

LTM’s specialty library, an abundant collection of material on British transportation history. Our 
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research focused on finding technological highlights, major innovations, and tracking the 

development of engineering disciplines over time (i.e., evolution of tunneling and major 

triumphs of London Transport like the building of the Underground tunnels).  

Information obtained from TfL engineers contributed to the research for the narratives. 

Interviews with representatives from Transport for London’s track, electrical, and civil 

engineering divisions provided information about the history and development of TfL, current 

practices in the transport industry, interesting anecdotes and stories, and suggestions of places to 

collect more information. Although some correspondence was conducted via email, most 

communication with TfL engineers was done through in-person interviews. The template used to 

guide these interviews is presented in Appendix A. While interviewee identities are kept 

anonymous in this report, interview transcripts can be referenced in Appendix B. 

Informality in these consultations permitted adjustment to the types and order of the 

questions asked and the directions the interviews took, depending on the information the 

Ambassador offered. Standardization was unnecessary in these interviews, as the goal was not to 

obtain and analyze structured data, but rather collect anecdotal information to supplement 

engineering narratives. A semi-structured interview template was most efficient for coordinating 

which questions to ask, while permitting flexibility in discussions (Handwerker, 2001, p. 121), 

and was selected for this purpose. This flexibility facilitated other questions to be discussed or 

omitted if necessary and/or beneficial to inquiries (Berg & Lune, 2004, p. 113) and obtaining the 

engineers’ insight.  

During interviews, one group member, designated as the lead, ran the interview. Other 

members, including the lead, took notes. Notes from each person were compiled into interview 

transcriptions, in which interview details, observations, and quotes from the person we 

communicated with were placed under the relevant questions. This collection method permitted 

quick reference of interview information when needed. 

It was necessary to generate two copies of the narratives: one formatted as an academic 

paper with in-text citations to indicate where information was obtained (presented in Appendix 

D), and a copy without in-text citations to be submitted to LTM. We removed the in-text 

citations in the copies presented to LTM at the request of the museum, which will be using them 

as quick-reference material and did not wish them to be formatted in an academic style. The in-
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text citations and references are included in the copies we present in Appendix D, in keeping 

with the academic purposes of this report.  

3.2. Objective II  

Categorize objects from LTM’s Engineering Artifact database and object -handling 

library, in addition to re levant items located in LTM’s main collection.  

Cataloging artifacts from available LTM collections according to the engineering 

disciplines they belonged to was an integral part of this project. Doing so enabled our group to 

later incorporate artifacts into the “Primary Inspire” program and the object-handling trolley. 

Beyond this, the catalog provided an organized list of objects in the museum’s possession with 

connections to engineering topics, for future reference.  

LTM’s Engineering Artifact library and the museum’s object-handling collection, along 

with some objects from the museum’s main collection, yielded 115 objects related to 

transportation engineering. LTM has accumulated over 70 artifacts in the Engineering Artifact 

library currently published in a WikiSpaces webpage (London Transport Museum, 2013). The 

object-handling collection, also meant for education, has more curatorial restrictions than the 

Engineering Artifact database and any objects accessed from it must be kept on-site at the 

museum. These objects were incorporated into the Engineering Object Catalog, organized by the 

transport engineering branches covered in the engineering narratives. By supplementing 

engineering narratives with organized lists of objects important to the topics they cover, LTM 

educational staff and Engineering Ambassadors can easily access objects to develop lessons on 

transportation engineering. 

We formatted the catalog as a color-coded spreadsheet, organized into the seven TfL 

engineering topics covered in the narratives. Each entry includes an object’s name, a brief 

description of the object, the collection or facility in which it was located, a photograph, and its 

LTM ID number. The spreadsheet, titled “Engineering Object Catalog,” is found in Appendix C. 

Once objects had been recorded into the catalog and organized by engineering branch, 

our group was able to determine which engineering topics were adequately represented in the 

museum’s object collection, and which topics were not. With this information, recommendations 

for future additions to the collection could be provided to LTM. 
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3.3. Objective III 

Integrate OBL components into LTM educational programs  

The information from the engineering narratives and catalog of objects facilitated the 

development of object-based learning components for LTM. Specifically, we focused on the 

creating OBL components for the “Inspire Engineering” program’s “Primary Inspire” sessions, 

and an object-handling trolley for LTM’s new “Tomorrow’s Journeys” exhibit. These programs 

are designed not only to help educate students on the history of TfL, but also to help students 

develop an understanding of transport engineering and its evolution over time in a collaborative, 

engaging environment. 

The first step to developing these activities was to identify other successful object-based 

learning programs in relevant published literature, and via interviews with museum professionals 

with experience in developing object-based programs. The Worcester Historical Society in 

Worcester, Massachusetts, USA and the Horniman Museum in London, England, both have a 

history of planning and running educational outreach programs to schools, and particularly 

programs with object-handling components. Interviews with education specialists at these 

museums garnered information about activity development. These interviews, which include 

notes taken during the Horniman Museum observation session, are included in Appendix D. 

Interviews with educational staff at the London Transport Museum, and an observation of 

an object-handling educational session at the Horniman Museum were also useful. Appendix A 

presents the interview template used in discussions with museum staff to derive information on 

developing object-based activities. Additionally, documents we used as reference material, 

which present criteria for object-learning activities, and guidelines from the London Science 

Museum regarding the development of activities for student groups, are included in Appendix E.  

OBL research for this project culminated in a two-day training session run by LTM for 

freelance educators and educational staff. In the session, our group gained insight into real 

teaching skills, including how to speak to both primary and secondary school students, hold their 

attention, manage a class, and how to use objects and props to supplement an educational session 

and help meet learning goals. This object-based learning training also demonstrated (and gave 

the opportunity to practice) how to use objects to engage students about transportation 

engineering topics by using the objects as a centerpiece for discussions. These training sessions 

put the information and research accumulated about object-based learning and education during 
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this project into effect, providing a better direction to develop the object-based learning 

components of the programs with which we were assisting. 

The information acquired on activity development provided the background needed to 

create the object-based learning components. Museum staff involved in the “Primary Inspire” 

program and the “Tomorrow’s Journeys” exhibit assisted in assessing how best to incorporate 

objects into these programs. Considerations for object use was taken into account, guided by 

OBL research. Senior lecturer of the History and Philosophy of Biology at University College 

London Dr. Joe Cain (2010), presented considerations when using object-based learning: 

specifically, restricting access to objects that may be rare or valuable, and gauging how much 

time is required to examine objects. These issues can be addressed by finding multiples of 

objects that can teach the same ideas. We also considered how to involve each student in the 

activities, assessing the learning goals for each object and building in time for open-ended 

discovery (Cain, 2010). 

Presented below is the methodology for our development of object-based learning 

components for both programs. 

 

“Primary Inspire” 

The “Primary Inspire” session is a part of LTM’s larger “Inspire Engineering” program 

held at the museum. The aim of the session is to introduce primary school students to transport 

engineering, and particularly the challenges faced by engineers in designing the London 

Underground in the 1860s. LTM sought to integrate object-based learning components into 

“Primary Inspire” in order to better meet its educational goals.  

Adding object-based learning activities to “Primary Inspire” required an understanding of 

the current status of the program’s development. Collaborations with LTM staff involved in the 

program, and our observations of two “Primary Inspire” sessions contributed insights into the 

status of the program. Observations of sessions gave insights into topics covered in the program, 

such as problem solving, the properties of building materials, and the physics behind 

constructing the original Underground tunnels. These findings guided the development of object-

based learning “toolkit” to contribute to the “Primary Inspire” session.  
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This toolkit (which can be found in Appendix F) features a list of objects from the object-

handling collection and Engineering Artifact library that provides detailed information about 

useful objects for the “Primary Inspire” program. It includes information on the objects’ 

identities, which collections they were located in, and photographs of the objects, and is 

supplemented by suggestions on how these objects might be used to demonstrate engineering 

concepts during program sessions. Consisting mainly of small objects that could be easily 

handled by primary school students, this list also includes some photos of large objects from the 

museum’s collection that could be useful as visual aids. 

The toolkit also includes guidelines for discussing engineering, along with explanations 

of engineering topics included in the “Primary Inspire” program. Since many of the instructors 

giving these sessions do not have science backgrounds, we included explanations of how 

engineering concepts work within these guidelines: in particular, the physics behind the strength 

of arches. This complements a particular learning goal of the session – part of an activity done by 

students, in which they created an arch by leaning upon each other and pressing the palms of 

their hands together, creating a sturdier “structure” much harder for the instructor to move. 

Added diagrams and figures, made to supplement a preexisting PowerPoint presentation in the 

session, provide a visual demonstration of the engineering concepts. We presented this 

informational material to the LTM education staff at the conclusion of the term, as 

supplementary material for the “Primary Inspire” session. 

 

Object-Handling Trolley for the “Tomorrow’s Journeys” Exhibition  

LTM is in the process of implementing a new exhibit portraying upgrades to the London 

Undergound. Specifically, the museum wants to present innovations being made on the 

Underground, particularly the concepts of regenerative train braking, advanced signaling 

techniques, and the implementation of aluminum core rails. The exhibit will feature interactive, 

educational displays in which the visitor can push a button or lever to control the contents of the 

exhibit, which will teach about the various upgrades.  

 Part of this project was to plan and create an object-handling trolley - a cart with 

numerous handling objects that a museum guest can interact with - that supplements the exhibit 

and additionally teaches visitors through hands-on learning activities. Objects we selected for 

this trolley reflect, or can be used to educate about, the improvements in signaling that the 
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exhibit is portraying. We selected objects that were interesting and interactive, while still 

conveying the engineering concepts the exhibit presents.  

Artifacts selected were small and light enough to fit on the trolley, while safe enough to 

be handled by small children. The criterion for selecting artifacts was that any visitors to the 

museum, including young children or adults, could pick up and touch these objects, and through 

a short hands-on activity, better understand how they work and what they do. Comprehensive 

questions developed for each artifact can be used by museum volunteers to establish a dialogue 

with visitors to teach about how each object applies to engineering, and in particular, the London 

Underground upgrades. 

 Assistance from our sponsor and museum curatorial staff to research these exhibit topics 

enabled the compilation of a list of four artifacts best suited for the trolley. Several TfL engineers 

provided professional opinions of essential artifacts and suggestions on how to incorporate 

engineering objects into the exhibit through email correspondence. The subsequent object list, 

which features objects recommended by our group for trolley use, includes pictures and 

identification numbers of each included object.  

A narrative based around the objects, consisting of potential questions to ask, interesting 

facts, and tips for object education and interaction supplements the object list. We varied 

questions in focus and type to encourage visitors to physically interact with the object, consider 

the form and function of it, and compare it to other objects of the past. Additionally, due to the 

diversity of the museum guests, questions range from those appropriate for children, to those 

geared to adults. The narrative also features challenge questions for engineering enthusiasts as 

well. Detailed fact sheets on each object supplement the narratives and tie in elements of 

signaling history each object represents. These items allow the trolley supervisor to adjust the 

detail and depth of discussions surrounding each object, based on the audience. With the 

combination of an interactive exhibit and an interesting handling trolley, museum visitors should 

have a better understanding of signaling technology, and the new improvements to the 

Underground. The materials made for the trolley can be referenced in Appendix G. 
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3.4. Objective IV  

Identify sources of and recommend new artifacts for object-based learning 

activities.  

LTM already possesses a large collection of artifacts accumulated by the WPI project 

group and LTM personnel from March and April 2013 in London. However, through our work 

on the engineering object catalog and the OBL activities, it became evident that LTM would 

have to acquire more engineering objects. Duplicates of objects from the Engineering Artifact 

library needed for museum activities had to be identified for future inclusion into museum’s 

object-handling collection. Our sponsor sought to keep both object collections separate due to 

museum policy: if an object from the Engineering Artifact library was primarily used in museum 

educational sessions, it would have to be requisitioned into the object-handling collection 

(Poulter, 2013b). To accomplish these goals, it was necessary to identify new objects, and 

sources of objects the museum could access. 

Background research for this project provided the criteria used for object selection: a set 

of qualities that make objects useful for education. The selection process made use of the object 

qualities defined by Crowley and Leinhardt (2001) in the background (resolution, scale, 

authenticity, and value) and other important qualities identified from literature on object-based 

learning (Appendix E). The properties of selected objects reflected the object-based learning, 

interactive uses they would have. For instance, objects with low value – commonplace objects 

which could be easily replaced – were the only type considered, as children will handle them 

frequently and risk of damage is high. 

Investigation of new object sources began with the initial assessment of the collection, 

conducted at the beginning of the project. Gaps in the collection became more apparent through 

the development of the engineering object catalog, which provided a visual indication of 

engineering branches the museum’s collections did not strongly represent. Communication with 

LTM staff and Engineering Ambassadors about the current status of LTM’s engineering 

education programs also helped assess appropriate collection additions, and potential sources of 

new engineering objects. Engineering Ambassadors, all being TfL engineers, with their 

knowledge and professional contacts, possessed insights into where additional artifacts could be 

located. Through personal correspondence, they provided contacts and sources outside LTM 

where more object could be located in the future.  
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Due to the time constraints of this project, we could not requisition new objects from 

sources outside the London Transport Museum into the collection. However, investigation of 

museum databases and correspondence with Engineering Ambassadors yielded objects within 

the museum’s main collection that could potentially be requisitioned into the object handling 

collection, and sources outside LTM that the museum can contact in the future. 

Recommendations for the requisition of new objects are included in the Results and 

Recommendations section. 

3.5. Summary 

 This project produced historical narratives of strands of engineering in comprise TfL, 

identified relevant objects to incorporate into these narratives, and used this information to 

develop object-based learning components of LTM programs currently under development. The 

assistance of LTM staff, TfL Engineering Ambassadors, and experts from museums in 

Worcester, Massachusetts, USA, and London, England, supported this project and guided the use 

of object-based learning to educate about transport engineering. Sources of new engineering 

objects identified over the course of this project support future expansion of LTM’s OBL 

programs. These sources are included in the following Results and Recommendations section of 

this report. 
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4. Results & Recommendations 

  

This section details the results and recommendations developed in this project, based on 

the objectives defined in the previous section. 

4.1. Engineering Narratives  

 The integration of object-based learning (OBL) to London Transport Museum (LTM) 

educational programs provides an excellent resource for LTM to reach its overarching goal: 

developing programs and methods to teach students about transport engineering. The museum 

has the resources to use OBL in its educational programs through its vast main collection, sizable 

object-handling collection, and Engineering Artifact library. But because engineering is such a 

broad, complex subject, background information about transport engineering is necessary if 

transport engineering objects are to be used for educational purposes. The engineering narratives 

presented in this report provide this context. 

 These narratives are short historical summaries, 2 to 4 pages in length, which draw from 

literature on the history and science behind various transport engineering disciplines, and 

primary source material from Transport for London (TfL) engineers. We provide seven 

narratives: Buses & Trams, Civil Engineering: Tunneling, Civil Engineering: Road, Civil 

Engineering: Bridges, Electrical Engineering, Signal Engineering, and Track Engineering. 

Engineering narratives are presented in their entirety, each with individual “References” pages, 

in Appendix H.  

 Transport for London is a large organization that manages areas of public transport in 

London ranging from taxis to river transport. Because of its size, we had to assess which 

engineering areas would be best to write narratives about in the limited timeframe of this project. 

Communications with LTM staff members provided the basis needed to choose: as they were 

interested in using the engineering narratives to supplement their own activities and 

presentations, they desired the narratives to have a connection to the material covered in the 

museum.   

The London Transport Museum itself covers the evolution of transportation in London in 

the last 200 years, with a visual focus on vehicles like buses and trains, and the evolution of the 

London Underground (Appendix I). We found that the object-handling collection and 
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Engineering Artifact library reflect this focus with a variety of objects from the London 

Underground, civil engineering, and aspects of surface transport such as road construction and 

bus components. The narrative topics selected are engineering disciplines that we felt represent 

LTM’s existing holdings; this provides an “engineering focus” to topics the museum already 

presents. The topics selected are engineering branches of TfL, specifically electrical engineering, 

track engineering, signaling, and tunneling, all vital components of the London Underground and 

rail-based transport in London. Other narratives cover the development of buses and trams since 

the 1800s, and civil engineering as it applies to the evolution of roads and bridges.  

 The background information from the engineering narratives is useful to museum staff 

and volunteers running engineering education activities, but also for selecting objects and 

developing the OBL components of educational programs. Because of this potential to be an 

asset to the museum, consideration in selecting narrative topics was vital to their development. 

Interviews with TfL engineers helped uncover key concepts that the narratives might cover.  

For example, despite being from various disciplines, ranging from civil to electrical 

engineering, many engineers expressed similar opinions on the evolution of transport technology 

in London. They considered that transport engineering, both as a whole and in their respective 

engineering disciplines, was shifting towards greater automation in an effort to increase 

efficiency, and that computers were playing progressively more important role in transportation 

technology (Engineer 1, 2013) (Engineer 2, 2013) (Engineer 4, 2013). Our engineering narratives 

reflect this overarching technological shift and the evolution of the engineering strands they 

cover. Major achievements of London transportation, such as the construction of the first 

underground railway, are especially highlighted. Providing the key achievements and structuring 

narratives to reflect technological evolution gives LTM educators a basis to understand how 

London transport has developed, and how to best use objects and activities to teach about that 

development. 

The narratives also feature in-text images of objects from museum collections. These 

images not only to provide a connection to the engineering object catalog and the OBL education 

theme of this project, but also to provide key visual examples of topics covered in the narrative. 

Our group selected objects based on the background research on the qualities that make objects 

good for teaching (i.e., resolution, scale, authenticity, and value) presented in the Background 

section of this report.  
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For example, the Civil Engineering: Tunneling narrative presents the history of tunneling 

materials and tunneling strategies over time, paying particular attention to the Thames Tunnel of 

the early 1800s, and the original London Underground “deep tube” lines constructed decades 

later. The objects selected as examples in this narrative – a piece of ceramic tile tunnel lining 

from the original Thames Tunnel, and vastly stronger, improved cast iron tunnel lining from the 

deep tube – provide a visual example of the tunneling technology improvements made during the 

Victorian Era, and also bring an element of authenticity and value to the objects themselves. If 

museum staff members opt to use these objects in a presentation, they will have the backstory to 

connect the objects and an appreciation for the historical value that these artifacts of two major 

engineering achievements possess.  

4.2. Engineering Object Catalog 

The Engineering narratives provide museum professionals with a breadth of information 

on specific engineering strands and important artifacts that surround them. Using this 

information, LTM staff can determine how to structure educational sessions and how to select 

the best objects to use. Accessing objects in the museum’s collection can be a challenge, 

however. LTM’s internal database of artifacts is exceptionally large and difficult to navigate, 

making it hard to find the appropriate object for a specific lesson. With the exception of the 

Engineering Artifact library developed for “Inspire Engineering”, the museum has no record 

specifically for engineering objects. In response, we recorded objects (115 in total) from the 

museum’s main collection, object-handling library, and Engineering Artifact library to display 

engineering objects in one computerized database.  

By sorting out any unrelated or unsuitable objects, the Engineering Object Catalog 

expedites the process of identifying objects suitable for education and handling by museum 

guests by compiling appropriate objects from the three collections mentioned above. With a 

source of artifacts that is compact, accessible, and visually comprehendible, museum staff can 

easily find objects that would be the best fit for an OBL activity.  

Objects in the catalog feature properties based upon research into the qualities of suitable 

learning objects noted in the background of this report: low monetary value to avoid high cost to 

the museum in the event of damage, while being small and safe enough for children to handle. 

Many museum professionals regard the ideal teaching artifact as a mystery object that make 

“people have to guess” what the object could be, and provoke questions such as “how do you 
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think this works” and “what do you think it is?” (Museum Professional 2, 2013). We searched 

the museum’s internal artifact database for any artifacts matching this set of requirements. Even 

if an object was too large to handle, or was a rarity from the main collection unsuitable for 

educational activities, it was highlighted in the catalog. Many of these objects feature interesting 

backstories or are examples of major engineering innovations, and can make the presentation of 

important engineering concepts easier and more engaging to students or other museum guests. 

One example is the lever frame featured in the signaling section of the catalog (see Appendix C): 

this artifact, despite being extremely valuable, very large, and unsuitable for object-handling 

purposes, can still be used for education by tying it into educational sessions about the 

development of signaling in the London Underground. We wove photographs of these key 

objects into the text of engineering narratives, providing continuity between the narratives and 

the catalog. The photographic aid in the narratives will help LTM staff determine the best objects 

to assist in education.  

Every entry in the catalog features an object’s name, a brief description, its location, its 

LTM ID number, its picture whenever possible, and additional notes such as if the object is 

unsuitable for handling, or has duplicates available. Our search uncovered several duplicate 

objects, indicated in the catalog in bolded, underlined text, which could be easily requisitioned 

by LTM educators into LTM’s object-handling collection. The catalog also notes a general 

estimate of the number of these duplicates available. These objects are small, handheld, of low 

long-term value, and are good examples of engineering concepts. For example, there is a surplus 

of insulator pots, ceramic pots on which live rails from the underground are mounted to prevent 

the electricity from travelling into the ground. With any new requisitions from these duplicate 

objects, there is the potential to better tell the story of engineering through a more diverse 

collection of objects for OBL curriculum.  
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Figure 3: Sample from the Engineering Object Catalog.  

 

For better organization and continuity in the museum’s collection, the catalog is 

organized according to the engineering strands presented in the engineering narratives. By 

showing which artifacts relate to each engineering branch, LTM staff can easily select objects 

that would be most useful in an object-based learning activity. The link between the catalog and 

the narratives provides LTM staff with an integrated resource for engineering education and 

activity development.  

Additionally, with objects recorded in the catalog according to engineering branches, it is 

easy to see potential gaps in the museum’s engineering artifact collection. We contacted several 

TfL engineers in an attempt to locate additional objects to fill these gaps. Included in the 

recommendations to LTM is which engineering branches need additional artifacts to strengthen 

their collection, as well as suggestions on where to get those artifacts.  

The catalog in its present state serves as a foundation for any museum professionals 

creating OBL activities. The catalog is only representative of the engineering artifacts the 

museum currently has in its collection. As the collection expands, the catalog can easily be 

updated to include new additions. With this expandable list, museum professionals will more 

easily be able to create a handling activity in the future.  
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As an early indication of the usefulness of the list, the final phase of our project used the 

catalog to select items for object-based learning components that we developed. The catalog 

enabled us to select and recommend objects for the “Primary Inspire” session on tunneling as 

well as to propose signaling objects for the Object-Handling Trolley for LTM’s new 

“Tomorrow’s Journeys” exhibit. It was essential that the catalog phase in the project was 

completed before working on these activities, as it gave us a clear visual of which objects were 

available. The successful creation of these activities is an example of the practicality of the 

catalog and its value to LTM in the future. 

4.3. “Primary Inspire” Object-Based Learning Material 

The “Primary Inspire” program at the London Transport Museum is aimed at instructing 

and exciting primary school students about engineering. In particular, it focuses on the 

challenges engineers faced while building the world’s first underground railroad in London. The 

session already has some object handling activities, providing a good foundation for the 

development of more interactive components to augment the program.  

We worked with the “Primary Inspire” program’s developer to determine the goals of the 

project and how we could contribute to them with object-based learning. We also observed two 

sessions of the program, during which we made notes on the merits of the engineering education 

aspects, and which parts of the session might need more engineering objects to assist in teaching 

this information.   

Part of developing OBL learning components for the session was assessing the 

engineering topics being conveyed, and whether they were being addressed satisfactorily. The 

session, as stated in the Methodology, paid significant attention to material science topics such as 

the different properties of materials like wood or metals, and explores the development of the 

London Underground through a problem-solving approach that encourages students to explore 

the decisions the engineers made in building London’s first train tunnels. However, from our 

observations and discussions with “Primary Inspire” staff, we found that the engineering topics, 

such as the exploration of material science, would benefit from further elaboration and additional 

support from object-based examples. For instance, we determined that the forces in an arch 

presented a significant educational challenge. This topic is integral to the entire “Primary 

Inspire” program for its relevance to the original London Underground structures, and was not 

presented in the most efficient way. Though they emphasized the strength of an arch shape, 
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educators did not compare it to any other structural shapes or present the topic in a way that 

accurately highlighted the forces at work upon an arched tunnel. 

To address these concerns, we developed an object-based learning “toolkit” for “Primary 

Inspire”: a single document, featuring information on engineering topics presented in the session 

and all additions recommended for this program (Appendix F). It includes a table of photos of 

seven different objects that can be added to the program either as handling objects or (in the case 

of main collection objects or large objects unfit for handling) as visual examples. This allows 

museum staff to reference relevant objects and information before integrating them into an 

activity. The table also includes descriptions of an object’s purpose and notable features that 

make it useful for object-based learning. This accompanying text gives a simple background in 

the engineering concepts behind the object without the need for staff to research it themselves.  

The objects were chosen specifically to aid this program, and reflect the requirements of 

the age group and material taught. Safety of the students was important. Young children would 

be handling these objects, and if an object was considered dangerous for them, it was not 

considered for inclusion. Objects that are merely heavy and as such pose a lesser threat were still 

included with a warning about the issue advising caution while handling. For example, one of the 

steel rail slices is a small yet heavy object, and we included a note in its entry advising students 

to use two hands to hold it. The subject matter of the program narrowed the scope of objects to 

those applying to rail and tunneling and our group selected objects based on their relevance to 

tunneling, rail engineering, and materials science. Consequently, objects chosen are primarily 

derived from London Underground sources, with the exception of concrete and brick samples, 

which were added for material science education. 

Our group supplemented the object list with ideas and suggestions for discussion topics 

and activities in which the objects could be used, drawing upon our research into inquiry-based 

learning and object-based learning, and the education strategies imparted to us in the training 

program LTM sponsored. These suggestions are comprised largely of questions (and associated 

answers) that museum staff could pose to children about the objects. These questions encourage 

students to be active in their learning, interacting with the objects to explore their physical 

properties to draw conclusions about concepts in material science such as the properties of wood 

versus metal, and learning about engineering innovations such as the shift from steel to 

aluminum power rails. 
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To supplement the physics concepts in the “building an arch” activity done during the 

“Primary Inspire” session, in the document we included a short explanation of the concepts 

discussed in the activity. It compares the downward physical forces acting on an arched roof to 

that of a flat roof, and the difference between how the two shapes react to those forces. This 

activity supplement also links the instructor’s explanations and the actual activity done by 

students. In this activity, groups of two students “become arches” by joining hands with another 

student to make an arch and can feel the forces in action for themselves while an adult pushes 

down on them. We also provided two “force arrows” for students to use in the activity, so they 

can show where and how the forces might be acting upon tunnel structures by using a correct 

placement and rotation of them. The accurate representation of the physics going on in an arch is 

an important topic particularly in civil engineering, and it gives students a sample of an 

important engineering concept an engaging way.  

 

Figure 4: "Force Arrows" for use in the “Primary Inspire” arch activity. 

 

4.4. Educational Material for Object-Handling Trolley 

In order to reflect the most current developments in Transport for London, LTM is 

designing an exhibit to feature the major upgrades currently being implemented in the London 

Underground. The exhibit, titled “Tomorrow’s Journeys,” focuses on the concepts of 

regenerative braking, moving block signaling, and aluminum conductor rails. For reference, 

regenerative braking and aluminum rails are defined in the Electrical Engineering narrative, 

while moving block signaling is explained in the Signaling Engineering narrative (both found in 
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Appendix H). To supplement “Tomorrow’s Journeys”, LTM desires to have an object-handling 

trolley at the exhibit. This cart can be wheeled out onto the museum floor, presenting museum 

patrons with the opportunity to interact with real engineering objects that represent the subjects 

of the exhibit. 

 One of the most important considerations when choosing objects for the trolley was that 

these objects stay relevant to the “Tomorrow’s Journeys” exhibit. A meeting with the curatorial 

staff responsible for the exhibit and the trolley’s development led us to decide that the objects on 

the trolley should demonstrate the evolution and concepts of signaling engineering leading up to 

the moving block system. The exhibit incorporates an interactive demonstration of moving block 

signaling, but we found that regenerative braking and the aluminum rail upgrades were not good 

candidates for the trolley. Regenerative braking relies on the concepts of converting energy from 

one form into another. Aluminum is being used in power rails because of its higher conductivity 

than steel and lower weight. These concepts, both dependent upon methods of energy transfer, 

are intangible (except for the weight of the rail) and therefore difficult to demonstrate with 

stationary objects and not suitable for object-based learning purposes. Consequently, with the 

agreement of LTM staff members, we decided to focus exclusively on signaling objects for the 

trolley.  Considering the abundance of signaling objects available to the London Transport 

Museum and the physical differences between objects that clearly show the evolution of the 

technology, signaling was the most feasible topic for an object-based learning component for the 

exhibit. 

We chose four objects, based on the research that had been done into the evolution of 

signaling for the engineering narratives and the objects available to the museum. These objects, 

drawn from different “eras” of signaling, to represent the evolution of the technology over time: 

a signal flag, a signal lantern, rolls of program machine paper, and a microprocessor. We 

presented these objects and the associated materials to LTM staff as suggestions for the handling 

trolley. Many of these objects are from the museum’s main collection, and duplicates will have 

to be acquired (or replicas made) if they are to be included on the trolley. Our group was unable 

to locate duplicates of these objects in the timeframe of this project.  

The signal flag and signal lantern represent the earliest forms of signaling in railroad 

travel. Not only do they show the history of signaling, but they are also familiar items that people 

will recognize and connect with, making them ideal for interactive learning. We selected the 
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program machine paper and the microprocessor to demonstrate the automation of the signaling 

process over time. People can look at the paper and, guided by museum volunteers working on 

the trolley, see how the holes punched into it represent timetable-controlled signals for the trains 

to stop and go. The paper rolls comprising the program machine paper are exceptionally bulky, 

but represent an early form of automated processes. In contrast, the microprocessor is a small 

computer chip, significantly smaller and more compact than the program machine paper. Still, 

both had the same purpose. By allowing museum visitors to examine the large, complex program 

machine paper in contrast to the compact microprocessor, they can see just how impressive and 

useful the microprocessor is and how far the technology has advanced.  

 We developed a document that features the items suggested for use above as well as 

pictures to supplement them (found in Appendix G). The pictures demonstrate how and where 

the object was used and/or who used it. For example, to provide an interactive learning 

component featuring the signal flags, we included photos of the hand signals used with signal 

flags, which could be used in an activity. Visitors could use the flags to perform the signals 

themselves, and learn about early forms of signaling. To supplement the list of suggestions, a 

narrative document and fact sheets were written for each item (found in Appendix G). The 

narratives supply the volunteers running the trolley with questions they can ask people about the 

objects along with quick-reference information about the objects and ideas on how to have 

people interact with them. The questions are designed to lead people to their own conclusions 

about the different concepts pertaining to each object such as how the object was used, why it 

was needed, or what technology they think replaced the object.  

We varied the complexity of questions so that the trolley activities and objects can be 

engaging to people ranging from inquisitive primary school children to adult engineering 

enthusiasts. Fact sheets provide volunteers with background knowledge about the objects to 

enable the volunteers to be knowledgeable about the subject matter.  Through this information, 

they can tailor their presentation of materials to the knowledge level and interests of individual 

visitors. Everybody will have different needs and levels of interest in the objects on the trolley. 

Having their specific needs satisfied will make the experience more valuable and memorable. 

4.5. Recommendations 

 During the course of this project, our group has produced deliverables, specifically the 

seven engineering narratives, Engineering Object Catalog, and OBL supplementary material, for 
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the London Transport Museum. Through the process of developing this material and working 

with LTM staff, our group also sought to provide recommendations to assist LTM in the future 

expansion of their engineering education programs. Our recommendations include suggestions to 

assist in the acquisition of new engineering objects, but also our thoughts on how LTM can 

expand their engineering education programs in the future. 

 In the interest of continued development of the “Inspire Engineering” program and other 

museum initiatives, we strongly recommend that the museum continue developing the 

Engineering Artifact library, and gathering engineering objects for this collection and other 

handling collections in the museum. In particular, the museum should focus its efforts on 

expanding areas of the existing engineering object collection that are currently weak. 

In developing the Engineering Object Catalog, we found that, while there are abundant 

objects related to track engineering, electrical engineering, and signaling, the collection lacks 

handling objects for civil engineering topics like tunneling and surface transport, and objects 

related to buses and trams. Expanding the engineering object collection to better represent these 

areas of transport will provide the museum with a more well-rounded collection. This, in turn, 

will be useful in developing more activities and sessions on engineering at the museum. We 

found through our correspondence that Transport for London engineers, and particularly 

Engineering Ambassadors, are very willing to use their professional resources to acquire these 

objects. Additionally, LTM may consider investing in more advertising for the “Inspire 

Engineering” program and other engineering education programs available at the museum. 

Increased public exposure would boost support for the project, attract benefactors who could 

donate objects or funds to extend the program, and promote the engineering education 

opportunities available at the London Transport Museum.  

We suggest that, in addition to expanding the collection through outside sources, LTM 

staff examine our recommendations for main collection objects that could be requisitioned into 

one of the handling-object collections. These objects, such as glass insulators, wooden keys, 

pandrol clips, and insulator pots, described in the Engineering Object Catalog (Appendix C) and 

denoted with bold, underlined text, are potentially useful educational objects with several 

duplicates (some with as many as 10 or more copies) in the collection. They are safe, compact, 

and can be used to convey scientific and engineering concepts while introducing students to the 

history of London Transport. Because these objects are replaceable, kept in storage, and not used 
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for museum presentation, the museum is not actively using them at this time, and educators at 

LTM can make a strong case for requisitioning samples of these objects into a handling 

collection for educational purposes. Adding these objects would also open up their use in the 

OBL activities drawn up for “Primary Inspire” and the Object-Handling Trolley. The wooden 

key and pandrol clip, in particular, are two objects recommended for use in the “Primary Inspire” 

session, and duplicates are needed if these objects are to be included for use in the session. 

 The museum may also benefit by supplementing the engineering object collection with 

more examples of objects related to materials science and samples of materials. Materials used in 

the Underground like metal for rails, civil engineering materials like concrete, and insulator 

materials (like ceramics) required for electrical engineering purposes such as rail insulator pots 

present key engineering concepts. Moreover, studying the evolution of materials in transport 

engineering over time (such as wood materials being phased out of the Underground because of 

the fire hazards they presented, and the switch from steel conductor rails to aluminum-based 

conductor rails) presents another aspect of the history of London transportation. Many of these 

materials would be easy to access through Engineering Ambassadors, or easily purchased from 

sources outside LTM. 

 Our group also recommends expanding upon the work done in the course of this project 

to cover more transportation topics. While we developed engineering narratives on topics 

directly pertaining to subject matter LTM presents in its exhibits, some aspects of TfL, 

particularly water transportation and cycling, were not covered. Having a future project group 

develop narratives pertaining to these areas would assist LTM in building a stronger database of 

engineering information for use in program development at the museum. 

 With respect to the OBL learning components and activities developed by our group for 

“Primary Inspire” and the Object-Handling Trolley, we have several recommendations. The 

supplementary engineering information presented in these documents, along with the 

engineering narratives, should be used as background information for educators before they 

present sessions. This information will provide educators with a breadth of knowledge needed to 

hold discussions about transport engineering with students and museum visitors. Still, as 

programs expand and new programs are developed, it may become necessary to develop new 

activities about engineering. Future project groups might focus on developing a list of potential 

engineering activities and educational sessions for various engineering topics. Collaborating with 
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Engineering Ambassadors, who have professional expertise in their respective engineering fields, 

to develop these new activities and sessions would be very useful, and it may be worth recruiting 

their involvement in development.  

 Beyond the scope of this project, we hope and strongly recommend that the London 

Transport Museum and Transport for London continue to expand their involvement in STEM 

education, and inspiring young students to explore science and engineering. Strong science 

education is critical to the success and continued development of London, already a leading 

player on the world stage. Without continuing support for science and engineering, the city risks 

diminishing its power to develop and advance, and the quality of life of its citizens will suffer. 

With resources and engineering objects, and a group of professionals dedicated to teaching about 

science and engineering, Transport for London and the London Transport Museum are in a 

unique position to inspire the minds of students. It is important that they use this position to 

motivate this new generation to aspire towards science and engineering, and keep London on the 

cutting edge of technology well into the future. 
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5. Appendices 
 

5.1. Appendix A – Interview Script and Guidelines 
 

Interview Template 

London Project Center, London Transport Museum IQP 

Students: Andrew Barth, Luke Perreault, Woodrow Shattuck, Ryan Santos 

Advisors: Prof. Wesley Mott & Prof. Zhikun Hou 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. We would like to obtain your insight into what objects 

would best serve this purpose, where we may be able to obtain additional objects, and what 

aspects of educational activities using objects are most effective. With your permission, we may 

use your responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you 

make will be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for 

our reference. 

Identifying Objects – Museum Staff, TfL Ambassadors 

 What are the gaps in the collection as it stands? Can you recommend objects to fill in 

those gaps? 

 Do you have any suggestions for locations to find additional objects, or any suggestions 

for objects that would be useful for the collection? 

 What was this object used for? 

 When was the object in use? 

 Can you give us an idea of the object’s history?  

o What was its original purpose and what advances rendered it obsolete? 

o Is this object currently in use or will be in the future? 

 What engineering branch would you say this artifact belongs to? 
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Object-based Learning – Teachers, Museum Professionals,  TfL Ambassadors 

 For Teachers: How might a museum professional or TfL Ambassador present this object 

to students? 

 What do you think are difficult concepts to convey to students, and how can object-based 

learning help teach these concepts? 

o What kinds of objects, or features of objects, are most useful in particular? 

 We are working to convey the history of Transport for London through object-based 

activities. How would you use objects to present a history of an organization or a science 

over time? 

Object-based Programming – Teachers, Museum Professionals 

 What types of object-based programming have you done, either in your museum or at 

schools? 

 How long has your program been running? 

 What was the motivation for starting it? 

 How is it going so far? 

o Any consistent reactions from students, parents, or teachers? 

o How have you evaluated the program’s success, if at all? 

o Has anything changed in the program, based on your evaluations? 

 How are staff members trained in object-based learning, and how do you typically use 

objects in presentations? 

o What’s working well or needs improvement? 

 What types of activities do you notice students engage with or are stimulated by the 

most? 

 What types of activities do students engage with the least? 

 How do you develop programs for students of different ages and educational level? 

 For Museum Staff: How do you ensure a class is both excited and educated by a visit? 

 Can you suggest potential sources of information for object-based programming, either 

from literature or your own work? Where do you typically get your material for programs 

and would you be willing to provide us with ideas? 
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Discussion Topics for Transport for London (TfL) Engineers: 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. In order to do so, we are seeking your professional 

engineering knowledge to help us develop a background of the history and innovations made 

within your engineering field by Transport for London. With your permission, we may use your 

responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you make will 

be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for our 

reference. 

 

1. Is there anything you can tell us on the advances in materials science within transport 

engineering? 

 

2. What generally leads to technological changes? Are there any particular 

accidents/disasters/major challenges in TfL history that led to technological 

developments or recalls? 

 

3. Can you talk to us about current advancements/future transportation developments that 

aren’t in use yet but may be in the near future? Where is transportation technology going? 

 

4. How does your engineering field function within TfL and what can you tell us about it? 

 

5. What are the health and safety requirements, or technical fail-safes, which TfL engineers 

in your field must abide by when working on transport improvements? Why are they in 

place? 

 

6. Can you suggest other sources we can derive information on TfL engineering history and 

developments? 
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5.2. Appendix B – Engineer Interview Transcripts 

 Appendix B includes all transcripts from our interviews with Transport for London 

engineers. Names and identifying information have been removed from the transcripts to protect 

the anonymity of the interviewees. These transcripts detail notes and key information from 

conversations, and not quotes from the people interviewed, unless otherwise indicated. 
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Engineer 1 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Luke Perreault & Ryan Santos 

Date: Tuesday, 7 May 2013 

 [Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from person 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. In order to do so, we are seeking your professional 

engineering knowledge to help us develop a background of the history and innovations made 

within your engineering field by Transport for London. With your permission, we may use your 

responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you make will 

be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for our 

reference. 

 

Identifying Objects – Museum Staff, TfL Ambassadors 

 What are the gaps in the collection as it stands? Can you recommend objects to fill in 

those gaps? 

Not covered in discussion. 

 Do you have any suggestions for locations to find additional objects, or any suggestions 

for objects that would be useful for the collection? 

Not covered in discussion. 

 What was this object [link box] used for? 

o Link box: switch from an old set of signaling arrangements and a new one. 

Binds systems together with a common element. Allows you to change from 

one system to another, or interchange power supply sources. 

 

 When was the object in use? 
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This particular object was in use until it failed (see artifact library fact sheet) 

 Can you give us an idea of the object’s history?  

o What was its original purpose and what advances rendered it obsolete? 

See above 

o Is this object currently in use or will be in the future? 

Not covered in conversation 

 What engineering branch would you say this artifact belongs to? 

Signaling 

Discussion Topics for Transport for London (TfL) Engineers: 

7. Is there anything you can tell us on the advances in materials science within transport 

engineering? 

Example of a material transition: 1987 – Fenwick Inquiry: big fire underground, 

devastating. Escalators originally made of wood and smoking was still allowed in the 

underground – fire generated. 37 people were killed. Tend to avoid plastics unless they 

are fire retardant. A lot of materials in different transport industries; example, carbon 

fiber. Very expensive. Weight reduction not necessary in underground transportation 

and rail, so metals are typically fine. Use a lot of aluminum, which is replacing iron 

and steel for its strength, light weight, and conductivity (can be used in place of 

copper). Trains historically wood, steel until 1960s. Shift to aluminum as a conductor 

rail is significant. Copper is extremely valuable. They do look at ways to reduce weight 

and energy consumption. 

8. What generally leads to technological changes? Are there any particular 

accidents/disasters/major challenges in TfL history that led to technological 

developments or recalls? 

See question 1 example on Fenwick Inquiry for a primary example. Large accidents 

and disasters usually drive the public to push for change, which can lead to major 

technological shifts and improvements. Example: Back in the 70s, signaling error 
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caused a train to crash directly into the end of the line. There are now failsafes to 

prevent this from happening again.  

9. Can you talk to us about current advancements/future transportation developments that 

aren’t in use yet but may be in the near future? Where is transportation technology going? 

-Challenges to upgrade current technology because some of it is so old, and difficult to 

augment. People fear change, especially big changes.  

-Automation is really becoming the norm as computers are better at dealing at 

computational, repetitive tasks than humans. Manpower/subway drivers still necessary 

for quick response time and hazards/accidents (someone falling on track). 

Additionally, computers can determine how long a train needs to come to a full stop, 

reducing the “fixed block” distance between trains necessary to break safely and 

allowing more trains to be placed on a track at any given time. Addresses a key 

challenge: how to move the population of London as it grows. Either make more space 

or build over/above/below existing railways. 

-Modern technology allows us to reduce energy consumption. Newer train breaks are 

in development that can convert kinetic energy to electrical energy (regenerative 

breaking technology). Doesn’t take much energy to maintain a train’s velocity once up 

to speed. Significant energy saved. 

10. How does signaling work/can you tell us about it? 

Signalling engineering – stopping trains from crashing into each other, sending them 

in the right direction, not derailing them. Ensures that unsafe conditions cannot be 

generated. Stop them from crashing and falling. When you reach the end of the line, 

there are signaling controls to stop you from crashing. 

Computing/processing is taking over for levers and analog technologies. Relays are 

middle-ground technology.  

Train Detection: Message passing, originally; token machines; automatic train 

detection from electrical track circuits & radio communication now the norm. 
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11. What are the health and safety requirements, or technical fail-safes, which TfL engineers 

in your field must abide by when working on transport improvements? Why are they in 

place? 

 “As low as reasonably practical.” Finance and safety argument: TfL computes the 

value of a life is (technically) 1.2 million pounds, to justify improvement or rejection of 

certain augmentations to the underground. Generally, engineers want to come back to 

a failsafe principle, but not everything can fail safely (i.e., planes). Failsafes very 

important to the underground, which transports 4 million people a day. 

12. Can you suggest other sources we can derive information on TfL engineering history and 

developments? 

Try to access TfL’s Engineering Standards via LTM, or the District Dave website. Feel 

free to get in touch with Ian or Liz for additional information or to be put in touch with 

other engineers.  
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Engineer 2 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Drew Barth & Luke Perreault 

Date: Wednesday, 8 May 3013 

[Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from person 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of historical engineering narratives relating to 

Transport for London, and object-based learning activities. We would like to obtain your 

professional insight on Transport for London engineering, what objects would best serve this 

purpose, where we may be able to obtain additional objects, and what aspects of educational 

activities using objects are most effective.  With your permission, we may use your responses in 

an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you make will be cited 

accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for our reference. 

 

Discussion Topics for Transport for London (TfL) Engineers: 

1. Anything you can tell us on the transition from metals to plastics and advances in 

materials science in transport engineering? 

Wood to metal transition was due to health and safety concerns (fire hazard).  

New conductor rails have steel caps to protect the lighter aluminum rails from damage. 

 

2. What generally leads to changes? Accidents/disasters/major failures that led to 

technological developments or recalls? 

[Mentioned King’s Cross fire incident] 

Corrosion: Having to shut parts of the Jubilee line down – clay/water from river is 

acidic and corrodes wire casing. 

 

3. Can you talk to us about current advancements/future developments that aren’t in use yet 

but may be in the near future? Where is the transportation technology going? 
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The King’s Cross fire was an electrical accident involving wooden escalators. 

Machines got so hot they set fire to the equipment.  

Electric buses are under development and may see public usage in the near future. 

Regenerative breaking; there are still resistors for heat dissipation breaking, and 

friction breaking (less magnetic resistance as the train comes to a stop) – new 

technologies are being added to old ones. 

“S-Stock” train launching this year; more standardized trains for deep tube tunnels. 

TfL must upgrade power voltage level because there’s a great deal of new equipment 

on these trains, and AC, in the s-stock trains.  

Signalling: Driver originally looked for red or green visual signal. Moving toward 

automatic signaling by uniting train operations with a computer. More efficiency is 

achieved by cutting out human error. The rational for signaling improvements is the 

growth in the population. “People used to move in when they were young and leave 

London when they got older. Now more people are settling here.” 

Automatic Train Control: ATO (Operation) and ATP (Protection). New trains will 

have an antenna that picks up needed information (how fast it can go, if it needs to 

break, target speed. Operation communicates with motors/breaks, Protection (“the 

brain”) communicates with signaling and detection components (i.e. is someone 

jammed in the door). 

4. How does electrical engineering function within TfL/can you tell us about it? 

Three main strands of the power grid: Power to the rails (high [for power] and low 

voltage [for signaling]); cooling – keeping electrical components of stations & trains 

cool (i.e., with underground reservoirs and pumps to cool the trains); stations (lighting 

& communications, & lifts and escalators.  

[side note]: stations shoot for goal power consumptions, while railing and cooling is 

more fixed. 

Streets and surface: Low and high voltage going to street signals. 

 

5. Health and safety requirements? 

Doors are now electronically controlled, so development going into trying to avoid 

people getting trapped in doors. There have been some accidents related to that. 
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6. Other sources of information? 

Note: Engineer 2 donated to this project a transcript on TfL electrical supply for the 

London Underground. 
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Engineer 3 

Transcript Editors: Ryan Santos & Drew Barth 

Scribes: Drew Barth & Ryan Santos 

Date: Tuesday, 21 May 2013 

[Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from person 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities. We would 

like to obtain your insight into what objects would best serve this purpose, where we may be able 

to obtain additional objects, and what aspects of educational activities using objects are most 

effective.  With your permission, we may use your responses in an academic paper that will be 

publically available. Any contribution you make will be cited accordingly. With your 

permission, we would like to record the interview for our reference. 

 

Discussion Topics for Transport for London (TfL) Engineers: 

 

1. Is there anything you can tell us on the advances in materials science within transport 

engineering? 

 

Finding stronger materials that can hold more weight and need less maintenance. 

Maintenance is a big thing, maintenance-less tools and materials save a lot of time and 

money. 

 

2. What generally leads to technological changes? Are there any particular 

accidents/disasters/major challenges in TfL history that led to technological 

developments or recalls? 

 

Problems with wheels vs. track, the lasting length for both is different. Need materials 

that last longer. 
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The best journey on the tube is one that you don’t remember. Finding new ways to 

make the tube run smoothly with nothing out of the ordinary.  

Hitting a max number of passengers, about at 4.5 million which is much more than 

expected. Need more ways to transport more people. Three ways to do that: 

1: More reliable trains/track 

2: Longer tube stations 

3: Better signaling  

 

Need good maintenance, fix problems before they arise 

Finding more innovative ways to fix and clean the tube. 

For example, have a trolley on the tracks that has a magnet attached. Used to pick up 

debris. 

 

3. Can you talk to us about current advancements/future transportation developments that 

aren’t in use yet but may be in the near future? Where is transportation technology going? 

 

Going towards complete automation, no driver needed. Already no driver on the DLR.  

Some trains are getting Bluetooth in the operator cabs. This will link with the 

red/green signals outside the train and appear on the command board of the operator 

cab. Mainly in case the operator can’t see the external signal or there is some other 

problem with it. 

 

4. How does your engineering field function within TfL and what can you tell us about it? 

 

He is the head of the track manufacturing division of TfL. 

He and his crew inspect components of the track and approves them by TfL, as well as 

produce the track components. 

Most of the track on the tube is produced at the Lillie Bridge Depot. 

They also have the resources for lots of calibrating for components. 
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5. What are the health and safety requirements, or technical fail-safes, which TfL engineers 

in your field must abide by when working on transport improvements? Why are they in 

place? 

 

All of the tools and heavy machinery in the Depot has major safety assurances (for 

example, many buttons around a person’s head, arms, and feet that will stop the 

machine).  

Some machine can sense a finger and will automatically stop. 

Provided gloves, earplugs, pneumatic lifters, etc… 

Can only operate on the tube from 1-4 or 5. 

Must bring all of the tools and materials in, do as much of the job as they can do, then 

move it all out before the tube opens again. 

 

 

6. Can you suggest other sources we can derive information on TfL engineering history and 

developments? 

TfL engineers could provide us with some track artifacts. There are usually little bits and 

pieces of components lying around. 
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Engineer 4 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Luke Perreault & Woodrow Shattuck 

Date: Friday, 31 May 2013 

[Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from person 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. In order to do so, we are seeking your professional 

engineering knowledge to help us develop a background of the history and innovations made 

within your engineering field by Transport for London. With your permission, we may use your 

responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you make will 

be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for our 

reference. 

Discussion Topics for Transport for London (TfL) Engineers: 

1. Is there anything you can tell us on the advances in materials science within surface 

transport engineering? 

Not aware of any, not in this interviewee’s field of study. 

 

2. What generally leads to technological changes? Are there any particular 

accidents/disasters/major challenges in TfL history that led to technological 

developments or recalls? 

- CC-TV cameras to monitor an accident area and keep traffic flowing in the event of 

an accident or breakdown. 

- Working in the Olympics, people had to work around the clock to keep traffic 

running and make sure athletes got to competition zones on time. 

 

3. Can you talk to us about current advancements/future transportation developments that 

aren’t in use yet but may be in the near future? Where is transportation technology going? 

- SCOOT system: automates the traffic and can detect traffic rates and optimize traffic. 
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- SCOOT system is upgrading to go wireless to avoid damage. 

 

4. How does your engineering field function within TfL and what can you tell us about it? 

Not covered in this interview. 

 

5. What are the health and safety requirements, or technical fail-safes, which TfL engineers 

in your field must abide by when working on transport improvements? Why are they in 

place? 

Safety measures are put into the system – if they put plans into a traffic signal, and it’s 

bringing up alarms. 

Engineers can make realtime changes to the traffic as they see fit. 

Traffic signals are linked into lines – if a line goes down, it goes to local control. 

Monitored 24 hours at a control center to make sure everything is safe. 

TfL does collaborate with the police to make sure things are running smoothly. 

 

6. Can you suggest other sources we can derive information on TfL engineering history and 

developments? 

TfL documents on website, sometimes produce documents on specific products. 

Notes: 

Information on Bridges: 

 Hammersmith Flyover – bridge, started to curl, salt broke down the rebar and it 

had to be shut down for repair. Repair projects have been quite successful. 

 Pretension: Pull a rebar cable, fill with concrete and compress to force the beam 

into a shape. 

 Post-tension: apply tension force to the beam as well. 

 Current or future bridge projects: Western side of London has a large amount of 

crossings, but not many on the Eastern side. 

o Plan (very recent) for the Thames gateway bridge, but Crossrail was favored 

and the project was scrapped. 

o Still push for crossings in East London. 
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Roads: Traffic Control Engineering 

 Modeling of traffic in London 

 Olympic Road network 

 Control traffic signals 

 Reducing journey times and keeping a reliable network. 
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5.3. Appendix C  – Engineering Object Catalog 

 This catalog presents engineering objects from the London Transport Museum’s main 

collection, object-handling collection, and Engineering Artifact library. The name of an object, 

its general description, the object’s location, a photograph (if available), and the object’s LTM 

ID number are included in each entry. In addition, objects from the main collection with 

duplicates available are flagged with bolded and underlined text. These objects may be good for 

requisition into a handling collection, as they are generally small objects safe for handling by 

children, and can be used to help teach about transport engineering concepts. 
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5.4. Appendix D – Museum Education Interview Transcripts 
Appendix D includes all transcripts from our interviews with museum education 

professionals from Worcester, MA, USA, and London, England. Names and identifying 

information have been removed from the transcripts to protect the anonymity of the interviewees. 

These transcripts detail notes and key information from conversations, and not quotes from the 

people interviewed, unless otherwise indicated. 
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Museum Professional 1 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Ryan Santos, Woodrow Shattuck, Luke Perreault 

Date: Thursday, 18 April 2013 

 [Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from those 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities. We would 

like to obtain your insight into what objects would best serve this purpose, where we may be able 

to obtain additional objects, and what aspects of educational activities using objects are most 

effective.  With your permission, we may use your responses in an academic paper that will be 

publically available. Any contribution you make will be cited accordingly. With your 

permission, we would like to record the interview for our reference. 

 

Object-based Learning – Teachers, Museum Professionals,  TfL Ambassadors 

 For Teachers: How might a museum professional or TfL Ambassador present this object 

to students? 

o Not covered during interview 

 What do you think are difficult concepts to convey to students, and can object-based 

learning help teach these concepts? 

Historical information, particularly the living or working conditions of a certain time 

or situation, are difficult concepts to convey. Placing students in the moment with 

objects that represent those conditions can assist in lending a “sense of time/putting 

children in the moment.” 

 What kinds of objects, or features of objects, are most useful in particular? 

Objects need to tell stories. Objects with personal connections to people via local stories 

or anecdotes they are involved in can make them particularly endearing (i.e. the 

pleasantly shocked reaction of young adults to seeing a GameBoy in the “Game On!” 

exhibit) An object that belonged to a famous person can also be useful. 
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 We are working to convey the history of Transport for London through object-based 

activities. How would you use objects to present a history of an organization or a science 

over time? 

Focus on why technology has developed and changed, as opposed to how. Interesting 

stories can be discovered - disasters, accidents - that can be compelling to students and 

yield more information. “Safety issues cause change,” in particular. Think about 

environmental effects, such as how coal and steam from locomotives and subways 

effected the environment, and the working conditions of associated jobs. 

“Dress them up as a train conductor and put them in the train with hot cinders and 

such. They will think of things they never considered like ‘Damn its hot in here.’ They 

realize how difficult it was.” 

 

 

Object-based Programming – Teachers, Museum Professionals 

 What types of object-based programming have you done, either in your museum or at 

schools? 

The following answers relate to exhibitions “Stories They Tell” and ‘Game On!” 

 How long has your program been running? 

Not covered during interview 

 What was the motivation for starting it? 

Educating the people of the greater Worcester area on their local history. 

 How is it going so far? 

o Any consistent reactions from students, parents, or teachers? 

More personalized objects – those with stories with connections to visitors, get 

more of a surprised/excited response. 

o How have you evaluated the program’s success, if at all? 

N/A 
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o Has anything changed in the program, based on your evaluations? 

N/A 

 How are staff members trained in object-based learning, and how do you typically use 

objects in presentations? 

Not covered during interview. 

o What’s working well or needs improvement? 

 What types of activities do you notice students engage with or are stimulated by the 

most? What types of activities do students engage with the least? 

Activities involving solid objects consistently work better than pictures. Those activities 

that use tools like magnifying glasses and handling gloves, which place students in a 

role, can be extremely stimulating for them. Exhibits where you can “keep digging” by 

manipulating a screen or pulling a lever are also excellent. 

Exhibits that offer no connection to the visitor and display only facts are not good at 

stimulating interest. Information is so easily accessible with modern media – “people 

are lazy, why go to museums?” – museums must offer something “extra” by presenting 

an additional connection to the history generated by real artifacts and exhibits. 

 How do you develop programs for students of different ages and educational level? 

N/A 

 For Museum Staff: How do you ensure a class is both excited and educated by a visit? 

Kids love moving parts and love to touch stuff. But there is a danger of “all play and no 

learning.” Competition for objects and attention might develop, which can be bad. 

 Can you suggest potential sources of information for object-based programming, either 

from literature or your own work? Where do you typically get your material for programs 

and would you be willing to provide us with ideas? 

Museum websites are excellent examples of curriculum. Check the Museum of Science 

or the Oakland Museum. “Look into the book ‘Age of Edison’ from 2013. Might be 

useful.” 
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Museum Professional 2 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Full Group 

Date: Monday, 13 May 2013 

[Note: Observation notes from learning program session included.]  

[Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from those 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. We would like to obtain your insight into what objects 

would best serve this purpose, where we may be able to obtain additional objects, and what 

aspects of educational activities using objects are most effective. With your permission, we may 

use your responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you 

make will be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for 

our reference. 

 

Object-based Learning – Teachers, Museum Professionals, TfL Ambassadors 

 For Teachers: How might a museum professional or TfL Ambassador present this object 

to students? 

o Not covered in interview. 

 What do you think are difficult concepts to convey to students, and can object-based 

learning help teach these concepts? 

o Not covered in interview. 

o What kinds of objects, or features of objects, are most useful in particular? 

 We are working to convey the history of Transport for London through object-based 

activities. How would you use objects to present a history of an organization or a science 

over time? 

o Mystery objects, “things that people have to guess what they are, how do you 

think this works and what do you think it is.” 
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o “More important to let people figure out things for themselves and come up 

with questions.” 

o Emphasize important topics, but take care not to generalize or give people the 

wrong idea. 

 

Object-based Programming – Teachers, Museum Professionals 

 What types of object-based programming have you done, either in your museum or at 

schools? 

o Toy session: Toys from around the world 

 How long has your program been running? 

o 30 years 

 What was the motivation for starting it? 

o Help students learn about the world, and handle unique objects. 

o Doesn’t see it as teaching them, but allowing them to start asking questions. 

o Valuable educational tool to let students handle objects. 

 How is it going so far? 

o Any consistent reactions from students, parents, or teachers? 

 “A ‘wow’ when they come in to the room.” 

 “Can they try on different things” and other engaging questions. 

o How have you evaluated the program’s success, if at all? 

 Teacher evaluation forms 

 Visitor evaluations to see what people like the best. 

 Interviewed secondary school students to get their opinions on the 

collection. 

o Has anything changed in the program, based on your evaluations? 

 Add things or take things out based on preference of students.  

 Use evaluation comments to know what aspects of the activities and 

lessons to emphasize. 
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 How are staff members trained in object-based learning, and how do you typically use 

objects in presentations? 

o Object-handling training & courses - everyone working in the museum must 

partake. 

o Some things that are most delicate, they don’t allow out during school sessions; 

highly supervised use, if objects are rare, is sometimes used with older 

children/young adults. 

o What’s working well or needs improvement? 

o Tailor-made sessions for older students (secondary school) work very well. 

 What types of activities do you notice students engage with or are stimulated by the 

most? 

o Most people seem to like touching things. “Even the toughest secondary school 

kids will find something they’re interested in.” 

o “Let them pick it out.” So they can “find links to their own lives,” their own 

connections; really works effectively. 

 What types of activities do students engage with the least? 

o “Depends on the group and what they’re interested in.” 

o Not giving them the choice or freedom to do their own exploration (i.e., linear 

selection & structure within a program).  

 How do you develop programs for students of different ages and educational level? 

o Similar format for young and old student groups. 

o Primary schools come to standard sessions about museum topics. 

o Secondary school topics are tailored to the topics the students are learning with 

at the time.  

 For Museum Staff: How do you ensure a class is both excited and educated by a visit? 

o “It can depend on the class and the topic.” Toys are a “laid back and fun 

session.”  

o “Ancient Egypt programs, you have to put on gloves, and build it up as special.” 

 Can you suggest potential sources of information for object-based programming, either 

from literature or your own work? Where do you typically get your material for programs 

and would you be willing to provide us with ideas? 
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o Respondent can’t think of anything at the time. 

Observation Session Notes: 

 6-8 year old students 

 stage for presenter, with objects on tables, and a carpet area for students 

 What are the objects? 

o “Antiques,” “old,” “toys.” 

 First toy she presents is Red Riding Hood/Granny/Wolf toy -> something that 

the students can connect with immediately and draw their attention.  

o Takes time to talk about the story, something they’re all connecting and 

interacting with, they complete scenes, help tell the story. 

 Talks about a doll that was used to teach about making clothes. 

 “Traditional toys” – very old, often made by hand 

o walks around the room, to keep their attention and let everyone have a 

look 

 Allows kids to demonstrate objects in front of the class up on the stage with the 

antique toys 

o Presenting, other kids engage with their peers. 

 Talks about special features of the toys 

o One is made of recycled objects – talks about how they’re made of old 

flip-flops, an object they’d be familiar with.  

 Lets them play and explore last, as a reward for the learning components.  

o Splits them up into groups beforehand to allow everyone equal time with 

the toys.  

 Kids interacting with each other, discussing the toys 

o Everything in stations, to make switching easy. 

o Toys in station are organized according to type. 

 Wire/recycled, block/ball, anique/traditional 

 Teachers play and interact to, perhaps to set an example. 

 Wraps up session by asking students to recall which countries the toys are from. 

o Educates about how some of the toys are made. 
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Museum Professional 3 

Transcript Editor: Luke Perreault 

Scribes: Woodrow Shattuck, Luke Perreault 

Date: Thursday, 16 May 2013 

[Note: This document details notes from the conversation, and not quotes from those 

interviewed, unless otherwise indicated.] 

 

We are students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in the United States assisting the 

London Transport Museum with the development of object-based learning activities about 

London transport engineering history. We would like to obtain your insight into what objects 

would best serve this purpose, where we may be able to obtain additional objects, and what 

aspects of educational activities using objects are most effective. With your permission, we may 

use your responses in an academic paper that will be publically available. Any contribution you 

make will be cited accordingly. With your permission, we would like to record the interview for 

our reference. 

 

Object-based Learning – Teachers, Museum Professionals,  TfL Ambassadors 

 For Teachers: How might a museum professional or TfL Ambassador present this object 

to students? 

o Not covered in interview. 

 What do you think are difficult concepts to convey to students, and how can object-based 

learning help teach these concepts? 

o Any concept, a STEM issue, historical, etc, which is abstract or beyond a 

student’s experience, can be difficult to convey. For example, the building of a 

tunnel: “Most of us aren’t tunnellers; we can’t understand the actual method 

or experience.” 

o What kinds of objects, or features of objects, are most useful in particular? 

 Obscure objects that make people ask questions, or that you can ask 

questions about, can work very well. 
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 Objects that reveal “part of that truth.” For example, a brick can help 

teach about tunneling. “A brick might represent the millions of bricks 

needed to build a tunnel.” 

 “Comparable about a comedian telling a funny story to reveal the truth 

about human relationships.” You can present an idea, but not “the 

totality of human experience.” 

 We are working to convey the history of Transport for London through object-based 

activities. How would you use objects to present a history of an organization or a science 

over time? 

o As noted above: Can be used to reveal “part of that truth.” For example, a brick 

can help teach about tunneling. “A brick might represent the millions of bricks 

needed to build a tunnel.” 

o Can make points about structural engineering, make points about construction, 

provides “focus” for discussion. 

Object-based Programming – Teachers, Museum Professionals 

 What types of object-based programming have you done, either in your museum or at 

schools? 

o Respondent worked in heritage and cultural organizations for nearly 16 years. 

Worked in the Imperial war museum, painting called “Gassed,” about First 

World War soldiers… a stark image, which they developed an entire learning 

program around. 

o Gave a focus to ask questions. 

o “What do you see?” 

o An educator needs to have a learning goal in mind.  

 How long has your program been running? 

o N/A 

 What was the motivation for starting it? 

o N/A 

 How is it going so far? 

o N/A 
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o Any consistent reactions from students, parents, or teachers? 

 N/A 

o How have you evaluated the program’s success, if at all? 

 N/A 

o Has anything changed in the program, based on your evaluations? 

 N/A 

 How are staff members trained in object-based learning, and how do you typically use 

objects in presentations? 

o  “We do have training for educators and training days for ambassadors.” 

o One of the most important things for training is imparting key messages 

regarding why the program running is important. 

o What’s working well or needs improvement? 

 Needs to be reinforced and built up, so that, when teaching about 

resources, we give them clear things to remember regarding what they 

need to do. 

 What types of activities do you notice students engage with or are stimulated by the 

most? 

o Best activities are where they get to “do something,” and be active. 

o Students like to be asked, “What do you think?” and subsequently are engaging 

with questions. 

o Warm-up with an object; then give them a task to complete. 

 What types of activities do students engage with the least? 

o Those where they’re sat down and spoken at, and not engaged. 

 How do you develop programs for students of different ages and educational level? 

o Objects are useful for all ages and educational levels. 

o The approach isn’t always hugely different; learners to be active.  

o Differences stem mainly from the educational requirements at primary and 

secondary level. 

o Find out “what do they already know?” 
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 Objects can help make that answer specific and focused: “what does this 

do?” or “what is this made out of” to find out a starting point, and 

begin, a discussion. 

 For Museum Staff: How do you ensure a class is both excited and educated by a visit? 

o Knowing what the overall goals for the session are ahead of time. Educator 

skills in behavior management. 

o Collaborate with kids for behavior management rules. 

 Can you suggest potential sources of information for object-based programming, either 

from literature or your own work? Where do you typically get your material for programs 

and would you be willing to provide us with ideas? 

o Book, author is Gale Durbin, on object-based learning. 

o North, South, East, West method: 

 N = Natural (is it natural?) 

 E = Economic (what’s it’s value?) 

 S = Social (what’s it’s purpose?) 

 W = Who Decides? (Who decided to make or do this?) 

 Might use these questions to make a focus for an educational session. 
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5.5. Appendix E – Museum Education Reference Documents 

 

Figure 5: Learning from objects (Durbin et al., 1990) 
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Figure 6: Science Museum on Developing Educational Resources (Developing Resources, n.d.). 
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5.6. Appendix F – “Primary Inspire” Object-Based Learning Materials 
 Appendix F features the materials our group developed for the London Transport 

Museum’s “Primary Inspire” session. Included is a table of objects recommended for use in the 

program. Each entry features the object’s photo, location, what material it is made of, its 

function, ID number, and notes regarding its purpose. We also include explanations of 

engineering concepts presented in the presentation, and guidelines for teaching with the 

recommended engineering objects. 
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5.7. Appendix G – Handling Trolley Object-Based Learning Materials 
 Appendix G features the materials our group developed for the London Transport 

Museum’s “Tomorrow’s Journeys” exhibit object-handling trolley. Included is a list of objects 

recommended for use in the program, along with fact sheets about the objects, and guidelines for 

using them to teach. The list of objects is supplemented with information about each object, 

pictures of the objects, and their LTM ID numbers.  
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5.8. Appendix H – Engineering Narratives 
 Appendix H presents the engineering narratives developed during this project. These 

narratives focus on the history of engineering branches of Transport for London. The narratives, 

in the order presented in this Appendix, are titled: Track Engineering, Electrical Engineering, 

Civil Engineering: Tunneling, Civil Engineering: Roads, Civil Engineering: Bridges, Buses & 

Trams, and Signaling Engineering. Narratives cover the evolution of these areas of transport 

engineering in London from the Victorian Era to the present day, mirroring the topics and time 

period the London Transport Museum covers in its exhibits. The narratives include key 

engineering achievements of Transport for London, along with relevant pictures and objects 

from the museum’s collections, to provide examples and contextual information LTM staff can 

use in educational sessions about transport history and engineering.  
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5.9. Appendix I – Sponsor Description 
The London Transport Museum, abbreviated LTM, is an organization devoted to the 

conservation and presentation of London, England’s public transportation history. The goal of 

the museum is to show the advancement and history of transportation in London throughout the 

last 200 years, covering all areas of public transportation, from buses to the London 

Underground. In doing so, museum exhibits lend a unique perspective on the evolution of 

London since the 19th century. Recently, the museum has redirected its aims to focus on specific 

themes, such as art and design as it applies to transportation, and transportation during wartime 

(London Transport Museum, n.d.-a). 

The museum has a long history of its own. Originally known as the Museum of British 

Transport, it opened during the 1960s in Clapham, South London, in a building previously used 

as a bus garage; this original museum itself evolved from an initial collection of three buses – 

two Victorian horse-drawn models and one motorbus – preserved in the 1920s by the London 

General Omnibus Company. In 1973 the collection moved to Syron Park, West London, and 

again in 1980 to its current location in Covent Garden, within a former flower market. Its 

collection, which in 1980 had around 1,000 objects, has expanded to include over 400,000 

objects of great variety, from photographs, signs and uniforms, to trains and buses. The LTM 

building has been extensively renovated twice, expanding to include more gallery space and a 

theatre, and now receives an average of 300,000 visitors yearly. In 1997 it was designated to be 

of national importance by the British government (London Transport Museum, 2012b). 

LTM is a charitable organization (Charity Comission, 2013), incorporated as such in 

2008. It is managed by a board of trustees, chaired by businessman Sir David Bell, which meets 

at least four times a year to discuss business strategies. Museum management is delegated to 

Managing Director Sam Mullins who oversees the Senior Management Team, employees, and 

volunteers of LTM (London Transport Museum, n.d). The London Transport Museum 

organization itself is a subsidiary of Transport for London [TfL], the local government body that 

manages and facilitates public transportation in and around London. As the owner of the London 

Transport Museum, TfL provides the museum with management assistance as well as being its 

main financial supporter (London Transport Museum, 2012b).  
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As a registered charity, LTM relies heavily on donations from supporters, notably the 

Luke Rees-Pulley Charitable Trust and LTM Friends group (London Transport Museum, 2012b). 

This voluntary income accounts for nearly half of the museum’s funds (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 7: Income Sources for the London Transport Museum (Charity Commission, 2013) 

 

The museum derives additional income from internal sources, including the entrance fees 

collected from visitors, and profits from the museum gift shop. London Transport Museum 

(Trading) Limited, a subsidiary of the London Transport Museum itself, manages all of the non-

charitable activities that generate a profit for the museum (London Transport Museum, 2012b). 

LTM primarily uses this income for maintenance and expansion. For example, a Museum 

Development Fund was created for any emergency repairs, as well as for the renewal of any 

exhibits. Additionally, income feeds into the Future Exhibitions and Education Fund, set up for 

the creation of new exhibits and for the development of educational programs that aim to 

introduce students to the history of transportation in London (London Transport Museum, 

2012b). Charitable endeavors like these educational programs account for nearly 80% of the 

museum’s yearly expenses (Figure 2), approximately 11.04 million pounds (Charity Comission, 

2013). 
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Figure 8: London Transport Museum Expenditures (Charity Commission, 2013). 

 

The museum and Transport for London place a large degree of emphasis on educational 

initiatives to inform about the history of transportation in London and transportation engineering 

in order to encourage continued interest in these areas. To this end, Transport for London 

sponsors programs geared toward school-age children to encourage them to consider careers in 

transport, engineering, and “take science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) subjects” 

(Transport for London, 2011). 

One particular educational program sponsored by Transport for London and the London 

Transport Museum is the Inspire Engineering program, or “TfL Inspire” (London Transport 

Museum, n.d.-b). Delivered at the London Transport Museum Depot in Acton, this program, a 

full day of events and “hands-on activities” (Transport for London, 2011) gives students the 

opportunity to meet with engineers and planners from TfL and explore the large collection of 

artifacts stored at the Acton Depot (London Transport Museum, n.d.-b). 

The London Transport Museum and TfL supplement Inspire Engineering with the 

Engineering Ambassadors Program, an initiative to train engineers and planners to travel to 

classrooms to present on transportation careers and engage students in hands-on activities 

(Transport for London, n.d.). According to a 2011 Transport for London report, over 2000 
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attendees have taken part in Inspire Engineering programs, and TfL Ambassadors have 

conducted over 400 visits to classrooms (Transport for London, 2011).  

Recently TfL and the London Transport Museum have sought to expand the Inspire 

Engineering project with a library of transport artifacts for use by Ambassadors and LTM staff. 

These artifacts will be accessible to Ambassadors to take on trips to schools, and for LTM staff 

to use in object-based learning activities. Our project will be to facilitate the development of 

educational activities for TfL Inspire and a new museum exhibit, that make use of these objects 

by creating historical narratives that present the history of engineering branches within LTM, and 

categorize artifacts based upon their engineering discipline. Our group will then use these 

narratives to develop object-based learning activities for use by the Inspire Engineering program. 

This work will build upon work done by another project group at LTM: this group was tasked 

with developing the database of handling artifacts for use by LTM. Ideally, the object-based 

learning components developed will supplement and improve the LTM’s engineering education 

curriculum. 
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